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ABSTRACT
The research program discussed in this report was started
in FY1979 under the combined sponsorship of the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE), General Electric (GE) and Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL). The objective of the program is
to develop multi-dimensional computer codes which can be used
for the analysis of subassembly voiding incoherence under pos-
tulated accident conditions in the LMFBR. This work is expected
to contribute to LMFBR safety analysis in two ways. First, it
will provide a capability for obtaining more dependable infor-
mation concerning the effects of subassembly voiding incoherence
in LMFBR's of current design. Second, it will provide the cal-
culational tools needed to develop new designs with features
that could inhibit radial void growth and thus, enhance the
reactor safety.
Two codes are being developed in parallel. The first will
use a two fluid (6 equation) model which is more difficult to
develop but has the potential for providing a code with the ut-
most in flexibility and physical consistency for use in the long
term. The other will use a "mixture" (< 6 equation) model which
is less general but may be more amenable to interpretation and
use of experimental data and therefore, easier to develop for use
in the near term. To assure that the models developed are not
design dependent, geometries and transient conditions typical of
both foreign and U.S. designs are being considered.
In addition to the code development, a study is being con-
ducted which is aimed at obtaining a basic understanding of flow
oscillations observed in low power, low flow sodium boiling ex-
periments conducted at ORNL using the THORS test facility. This
study includes water tests to simulate low power low flow sodium
boiling flow oscillations and development of an analytical model
to predict the oscillations.
During FY1979 an effort has also been made to coordinate this
program with other related DOE sponsored programs and activities
concerned with sodium boiling R&D. The objectives of this effort
are: (1) to assure maximum use is made of data and information
available from related programs and (2) to facilitate eventual
acquisition and use of the codes being developed by the appropriate
DOE contractors and laboratories.
This report describes work completed on each of the above
tasks through September 30, 1979.
-- M hMIuIIW 10 .1 um minm lr .ll
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
One of the most important safety concerns associated
with large commercial sized LMFBR's is the effect of sodium
boiling on the consequences of hypothetical accidents. It
is well known that void formation within the reactor core
would cause a reactivity and power increase, and under cer-
tain circumstances, could lead to dryout, overheating of the
fuel pins and pin failure. There are indications however, that
for specific accidents involving subassemblies and cores of the
present designs, there are inherent rate limiting effects that
retard the onset of dryout and sustain longer cooling of the
fuel. Additional R&D on sodium boiling behavior will greatly
help in understanding these effects and may lead to the de-
velopment of more favorable designs that can terminate all
postulated accidents with limited core damage.
The currently available experimental data concerning
sodium voiding under simulated LMFBR accident conditions
was obtained from the OPERA, TREAT R Series, THORS and SLSF
experiments (Ref. 1). These experiments have included in-
pile and out-of-pile tests with full length simulated LMFBR
subassemblies ranging in size from the 7-pin bundle used in
the early OPERA tests to the 19 and 37-pin bundles used in
the SLSF P Series tests. Analytical studies by ANL (Ref. 2)
have presented convincing arguments, however, that without
a specially designed test bundle, a minimum of 61 pins is
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needed to adequately represent the coolant and thermal-hydraulic
conditions for a typical LMFBR subassembly. Also, results of
some of the tests completed to date have indicated that two-
dimensional boiling incoherence effects are of considerable
importance in some accident sequences. (For example, in the
case of the Loss of Piping Integrity (LOPI) accident, SLSF P
Series test data indicates that such effects would lead to
temporary quasi-steady boiling without dryout in the case of
an inlet nozzle pipe break of the guillotine type for FFTF.)
Therefore, tests with larger bundles are planned. However,
computer codes that can be used for analyzing such tests and
extrapolating to full size reactor conditions do not presently
exist.
The adequacy of a computer code used for LMFBR safety ana-
lysis is determined by its ability to predict both the results
of separate effects and integral experiments, and to conserva-
tively bound the uncertainties which are involved in an extra-
polation to a full size reactor system. The end result must
be an understanding of the accident progression and the availa-
bility of accepted analytical methods which can realistically
assess the risk and associated uncertainties. To meet these
requirements, the U.S. LMFBR Safety R & D Program has spon-
sored development of a number of computer codes, including the
integrated system codes MELT (Ref. 3) and SAS (Ref. 4). However,
these codes cannot represent the two-dimensional incoherence
effects which may affect sodium boiling progression and limit
its rate under some of the test and/or reactor conditions that
must be analyzed.
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In the past few years, some attempts (Ref. 5-7) have been
made to analyze the effect of incoherent boiling by using mo-
dified versions of SAS and COBRA (Ref. 8). However, the one-
dimensional channel model used in SAS cannot adequately describe
intrasubassembly phenomena. The COBRA code also has some basic
limitations, i.e., its treatment of boundary conditions requires
the system pressure to be constant and the time dependent inlet
flow must be prespecified. Additionally, COBRA has numerical
stability problems when used for two phase conditions in the
LMFBR assemblies, unless unreal liquid/vapor density ratios
are specified.
There have also been attempts to develop new codes. Miao
and Theofanous (Ref. 9) have developed a two-dimensional (2D)
code, HEV-2D, based on the homogenous equilibrium model for
subassembly thermal-hydraulic analyses. Chen et al. (Ref. 10)
have extended their single phase forced diversion model (Ref. 11)
to include phase change capability. A code based on a slug an-
nular flow model, similar to that developed by Chen et. al.
(Ref. 10) was also independently developed by Shih (Ref. 12).
All of these codes have fundamental model limitations, however,
and are expected to have a limited range of applicability. Con-
sequently, further work on model and code development is needed.
B. Objective and Scope
The objective of the research program discussed in this
report is to develop computer code models for multi-dimensional
analysis of subassembly voiding under postulated accident con-
ditions in the LMFBR. This includes conditions within Line of
Assurance 2 (LOA 2) for the Loss of Flow (LOF), Loss of Piping
Wli 11.
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Integrity (LOPI), Loss of Shutdown Heat Removal System (LSHRS),
and Local Fault (LF) Accidents. It also includes the Transient
Overpower (TOP) Accident up the point of fuel dispersal and
fuel coolant interaction.
Two codes are being developed in parallel. The first will
use a two fluid (6 equation) model which is more difficult to
develop but has the potential for providing a code with the ut-
most flexibility and physical consistency for use in the long
term. The other will use a "mixture" (< 6 equation) model which
is less general but may be more amenable to interpretation and
use of available experimental data and therefore, easier to de-
velop for use in the near term. To assure that the codes being
developed are not design dependent, geometries and transient
conditions typical of both foreign and U.S. designs are being
considered in the code testing and application.
In addition to the code development, a study is being con-
ducted whichis aimed at obtaining a basic understanding of flow
oscillations observed in low power, low flow sodium boiling
experiments conducted at ORNL using the THORS test facility
(Ref. 13). This study includes both experimental and analytical
work. The experimental work is being done using a water test
loop designed to provide a one-dimensional simulation of the
sodium experiments. The analytical work involves development
of: (1) a simple analytical model which can predict the oscil-
lations observed in the water tests and (2) establishment of a
set of criteria for comparison of water to sodium.
During FY1979 an effort has also been made to coordinate
this program with other related DOE sponsored programs and
activities concerned with sodium boiling R&D. The objectives
- 1-'~ ; i---T - --- -- ----- ------ --------I~LI-_- r=r.;r-ui~-=~:--.~: i- -i~_ i~iil_=~~-ii-~--~ -- -- --- -- ---I  --
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of this effort are: (1) to assure that maximum use is made of
data and information available from related programs and (2) to
facilitate eventual acquisition and use of the codes being de-
veloped by the appropriate DOE contractors and laboratories.
The following sections of this report describe work com-
pleted on each of the above tasks through September 30, 1979.
Section II outlines results of a preliminary study which formed
the basis for several decisions concerning the code development.
Section III discusses work completed on the two fluid code de-
velopment and outlines work planned for FYI980. Section IV
provides a similar discussion of the mixture model code deve-
lopment. Section V discusses the study of flow oscillations
observed in low flow, low power sodium boiling experiments.
Section VI outlines completed/planned future efforts to coor-
dinate this program with other related DOE sponsored R&D activi-
ties.
III III  I,, NI~ ii1'1111111114.11111 " I
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II. REVIEW OF ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
AND AVAILABLE CODES
A. Introduction
Before starting work on the code development, a preliminary
study was conducted for the purpose of answering several ques-
tions concerning the project scope and approach. These questions
were as follows:
1) What are the code/model requirements for analysis of
sodium boiling and voiding incoherence under postulated
LMFBR accident conditions?
2) To what extent do previously available codes fail to
meet these requirements?
3) What is the recommended scope and approach for addi-
tional code/model development?
4) Can any of the previously available codes provide a
starting point for this work?
B. Review of Analysis Requirements
1. Ground Rules
Before the first of the above questions could be answered,
it was necessary to identify the range of LMFBR accident con-
ditions and geometries to be considered. In order to do this
the following set of ground rules was decided upon.
a. Consider Loss of Flow (LOF), Loss of Piping Integrity
(LOPI), Loss of Shutdown Heat Removal System (LSHRS),
Local Fault (LF) and Transient Overpower (TOP) Acci-
dents.
b. Consider both the initiating phase and long term
cooling for the LOF, LOPI, LSHRS and LF accidents.
Assume no cladding or fuel melting during initiating
phase. Allow for possibility of some fuel melting
and cladding failure by the time long term cooling
phase is reached.
oil
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C. Consider TOP accident only up to the point of cladding
failure.
d. Consider single bundle, not whole core or loop. Code(s)
should, however, be able to connect appropriately to
full core or loop codes.
e. Consider both U.S. and foreign geometries.
2. Results
With these ground rules in mind, each accident was considered
and the analysis requirements identified. These requirements were
organized into four categories: bundle representation, two phase
flow model, heat transfer package and numerical method. The re-
sults for each accident are summarized in Table II-1. Overall
conclusions are outlined below.*
a. Bundle Representation
1) A 2 or 3D analysis is needed for all of the
accidents for which local incoherence effects
might be important. This includes the LOF,
LOPI, TOP and LF accidents.
2) Either the porous body or subchannel approach
could be used to represent an LMFBR subassembly.
A porous body approach is probably preferable,
however, for the following reasons
a) The amount of detail in the rod bundle
representation can be more easily varied
than with the subchannel model. Thus,
it is easier to adjust the detail to
match the accident conditions being ana-
lyzed and minimize computation costs.
*These conclusions reflect the collective judgement of the MIT
project group. They were arrived at after review of available
background information (Ref. Section I) and several meetings
and discussions.
Analysis
Table II-i
Requirements - Specific Accidents
BundleAccident BneTwo-Phase Flow ModelRepresentation
LOF > 1D Bubbly FlowSubchannel MlilgFoorSubchannel Multislug Flow Fixed Regime Model?
or
Porous Body Concurrent Annular Flow Mixture Model (HEM with
Flow Oscillations slip or Drift Flux)*
Inlet Flow Reversal Two-Fluid Model
Bidirectional Concurrent
Annular Flow *except for bidirectional
Re-entry flow
Low Flow & Natural Circulation
LOPI > lD Same - except flow oscillations
Subchannel and low flow/natural circulation H
or conditions may be more imnortant Same as for LOF
Porous Body to CHF calculation j
LSHRS 1D l1 Natural Convection Flow
2 Natural Convection FlowSubchannel Bubbly Flow
or Bidirectional Cocurreit Same as for LOF
Porous Body Annular Flow
Flow Oscillations
Bulk Flow - Subcooled
LF > ID Localized Voiding in Wake of Mixture Model
Subchannel Blockage
or Recirculating Flow in Vicinity of Two-Fluid Model
Porous Body Blockage
> lD
Subchannel
or
Porous Body
Single Phase Flow
Two-Phase Flow
,7 Same as for LOF
TOP
Table II-1
Analysis Requirements - Specific Accidents (continued)
Accident Two-Phase Flow Correlations & Numerical Method
Accident HaTrnfrPcgeNumerical MethodHeat Transfer Package
Good 1 and 2p AP Correlations (Axial for Lagrangian or Partly Lagrangian
1 , Axial & Radial for 2 ) (Fixed Regime)
Good Fuel Pin Model Eulerian - Boundary Value
LOF Good Model of Plenum/Blanket Heat Capacity (Mixture and Two-Fluid)
Effects
Liquid Superheat on the Order of 100 0 C Implicit or Partially Explicit
Heat Transfer at Interface of Expanding
Void and Subcooled Liquid - Condensation
Effect of Non-Condensibles (Including
Fission Gas)
CHF (Film Dryout)
Post CHF Heat Transfer/Rewetting
LOPI Same as LOF Same as LOF H
Same as LOF except differencing scheme
Good 1 & 24 AP Correlations (Axial) can be explicit or partially implicit.
LSHRS Natural Circulation Flow Boiling
Heat Transfer at Interface of Expanding
Void & Subcooled Liquid - Condensation
Effect of Non-Condensibles (Including
Fission Gas)
CHF (Film Dryout)
Post CHF Heat Transfer/Rewetting
Good Fuel Pin Model (Including Axial Eulerian - Initial Value
LF Conduction Effects)
Heat Transfer at Interface of Expanding Explicit or Partially Implicit
Void & Subcooled Liquid - Condensation
Effect on Non-Condensibles (Including
Fission Gas)
CHF (Film Dryout)
Post CHF Heat Transfer/Rewetting
TOP
Turbulent Mixing
Diversion Cross Flow
Sweeping Flow
Thermal Conduction
Eulerian - Initial Value
Explicit or Partially I.mplicit
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b) This model provides a treatment of trans-
verse momentum effects which is more exact
than the one used in the subchannel model.
c) The amount of detail can be such as to
make the model essentially equivalent to
one which represents every subchannel --
if necessary.
3) RZ or RZO geometry would be easier to use for2D
or 3D porous body code -- because of the hexa-
gonal fuel pin arrangement in LMFBR assemblies;
but XYZ geometry could also be used.
b. Two-Phase Flow Model
1) A wide range of flow regimes could occur for
the accidents considered. These include bubbly,
multislug, and cocurrent or bidirectional an-
nular. The only model which has sufficient
flexibility to represent all of these regimes
is the two fluid model. A mixture model could
be used for all regimes except bidirectional
annular. The fixed regime model can be used
if the analysis is to focus on conditions asso-
ciated with one regime. (For example, the
multislug or concurrent annular model could
be used to represent LOF conditions just prior
to the onset of flow reversal.)
2) Sodium has a large liquid to vapor density
ratio and tends to superheat [Ref. Item C.3)
below]. This can result in larger local values
of dp/dx and dp/dt leading to non-equilibrium
conditions and oscillatory flow.
3) Two-phase AP (axial and radial) would be impor-
tant to determining the shape of an expanding
two-phase region ("bubble"). Thus a good model
and supporting data are needed.
III I IYI Il , 11111w '10 1111l 11IN 1
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4) Low flow and natural circulation conditions
(both low and high quality) are important
for the LSHRS accident and the tail end of
the initiating phase of the LOF and LOPI
accidents.
5) Analysis of void progression should include
consideration of the effect of non-condensibles
(including fission gas) on void progression.
c. Heat Transfer Package
1) Fuel pin stored energy release vs. time is
important for the LOF and LOPI accidents.
Axial conduction could be important to the
LF accident. Also, effect of the heat capa-
city of the fuel assembly structure in the
fission gas plenum and blanket regions would
be important for the LOPI and (to a lesser
extent) LOF accidents. The fuel pin model
should therefore include such effects.
2) Radial heat conduction in the liquid region
could be important for low flow conditions
because of the high thermal conductivity of
sodium. (Heat conduction to the hex can could
also be important for analyzing small rod bun-
dle experiments. Ref. the SLSF P3 and THORS
Bundle 6 experiments, for example.)
3) Sodium superheat is expected to be less than
800C in reactor configurations, but supporting
evidence based on reactor operational experi-
ments is not yet available. Locally, superheat
greater than 100 0C may be possible. In small
test facilities superheat greater than 100 0 C
has been observed. Therefore, until such time
the superheat mechanism is better understood,
new analytical models and codes should be
1 1 i l ll, I li i
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able to represent superheat on the order of
1000C.*
4) The heat transfer mechanism at the interface
between the expanding void and subcooled li-
quid regions would be important in determining
void progression. Mixing and condensation at
this interface would be affected by flow
oscillations.
5) The condensation heat transfer model must be
able to account for presence of non-condensible
gases (including fission gas released from
failed fuel pins).
6) CHF probably occurs under cocurrent, counter-
current or stagnated annular flow conditions
and results from depletion of the annular film.
Evaporation, entrainment, interfacial shear and
flow oscillation effects all need to be consi-
dered in any dryout model. (However, develop-
ment of a CHF model is considered to be low
priority compared to development of a capability
for analyzing boiling progression up to CHF.)
7) The heat transfer package should include capa-
bility for calculating the entire boiling curve.
Post CHF heat transfer may be significant for
sodium because of its high surface tension (good
wetability) and high thermal conductivity.
d. Numerical Method
1) If a fixed regime model is used, the code would
have to be based on a Lagrangian or partially
Lagrangian approach.
2) For either the two fluid or mixture model, the
code should be based on an Eulerian/boundary
*This conclusion is based on information and recommendations
provided by P.W. Garrison of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
MININIII,
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value approach in order to be able to represent
the range of boundary conditions associated
with the various accidents (except possibly
for the LF accident).
3) The best differencing scheme (with respect to
achieving a balance between avoiding numerical
instability and increasing computation diffi-
culty) approaches would be the following:
a) LOF/LOPI accidents- implicit or partially
explicit
b) LSHRS/LF accidents -explicit or partially
implicit
C. Review of Available Codes
1. Codes Considered
Next a survey was made to determine the characteristics of
available computer codes that might be used as a starting point
for this project. The following codes were considered (Refs. 1-22):
BACCHUS
BLOW-3
COBRA-IIIC
COBRA-IIIP
COBRA-IV
COBRA-3M
COBRA-DF
COBRA-TF
COMMIX
FLICA-III
FLINA
FLINT
HEV-2D
NATREX
NATOF-lD
NATOF-2D
SABRE
SAS
SOBOIL
THERMIT
TRAC
WOSUB
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2. Results
The results of this survey are shown in Table II-2. This
table provides information concerning: bundle representation,
two phase flow model, two phase flow correlations/heat transfer
package, and numerical method.
D. Comparison of Accident Analysis Requirements and Codes
In order to answer the second, third, and fourth questions
listed in Section II.A, a comparison was made of the accident
analysis requirements and available codes. For a first cut, this
comparison was made by choosing only a few of the more important
requirements/code characteristics as a basis for comparison.
These were the following:
a. Bundle Representation
Dimension (1, >lD)
Fuel/Clad Representation (Subchannel, Porous Body)
b. Two Phase Flow Model
Fixed Regime (Slug Flow)
Mixture (HEM, Drift Flux)
Two-Fluid
c. Numerical Method
Eulerian (Boundary Value, Initial Value)
Lagrangian or Partly Lagrangian
[No evaluation was made of the two-phase flow correlations
and heat transfer package vs. analysis requirements.]
The results of this comparison are provided in Tables II-3 and II-4.
E. Conclusions and Recommendations
1. Code/Model Requirements
a. Bundle Representation
1) Dimension - 1,2 and 3D, depending on the accident
to be analyzed. A 3D code is needed to analyze
effects of local voiding incoherences for postu-
Table II-2-
Results - Review of Computer Codes
Code Bundle Two-Phase Flow Model
Representation
BACCHUS 2D (RZ)Mixture (HEM)Porous Body
BLOW-3 1D Fixed Regime (Slug)
Subchannel
COBRA-IIIC Quasi-3D Mixture (HEM - with slip)Subchannel
COBRA-IIIP Quasi-3D Mixture (HEM- with slip)Subchannel
COBRA-IV Quasi-3D Mixture (HEM) H
Subchannel
COBRA-3M Quasi-3D Mixture (HEM- with slip)Subchannel
COBRA DF Quasi-3D Mixture (DF & DF'-non-equilibrium)Subchannel
COBRA-TF Quasi-3D Two FluidSubchannel
COMMIX 3D Mixture (Single-phase only -at present)ICAIX Porous Body
FLICA III Quasi-3D Mixture (Homogeneous - with slip and non-equilibrium)Subchannel
FLINA D Mixture (Homogeneous - with slip and non-equilibrium)Subchannel
FDFLINT S DnMixture (Homogeneous - with slip and non-equlilibrium)
Subchannel
Mixture (HEM - with slip) -2D (RZ)Porous BodyHEV-2D
Table II-2
Results - Review of Computer Codes
(continued)
Two-Phase Flow Correlations &
Heat Transfer Package Numerical Method
BACCHUS LMFBR Eulerian - Initial Value? Implicit?
BLOW-3 LMFBR
COBRA-IIIC LWR Eulerian - Initial Value (Iterative)
Partially Implicit
COBRA-IIIP LWR Eulerian - Initial Value (Iterative)
LMFBR (single phase bnly) Partially Implicit
COBRA-IV LWR Eulerian - Boundary Value
Explicit
COBRA-3M LMFBR Eulerian - Boundary ValuePartially Implicit
COBRA DF LWR Eulerian - Boundary Value
Partially Implicit
COBRA-TF LWR Eulerian - Boundary Value
Partially Implicit
COMMIX LMFBR (No HT Package) Eulerian - Boundary Value
Implicit?
FLICA III LMFBR Eulerian - Initial Value 'iterative)
L RImplicit?
FLINA LMFBR
FLINT LMFBR Eulerian - Initial ValueFLINT LMFBR Implicit
HEWImpliciB
Eulerian - Boundary Value
Partially Implicit
Code
HEV-2D LMFBR
Table II-2
Results - Review of Computer Codes
(continued)
Code Bundle Two-Phase Flow Model
CdRepresentation
NATREX lD Mixture (HEM with slip)Subchannel
NATOF-D iD Two FluidNATOF-D Porous Body
NATOF-2D 2D (RZ) Two Fluid
Porous Body
SABRE Quasi-3D Mixture (HEM with slip)Subchannel
SASID Fixed Regime (Slug)Subchannel
SOBOIL 2D Fixed Regime (Slug)Subchannel
3D (XYZ)THERMIT3D (XYZ) Two FluidTHERMIT Porous Body
TRAC3D (RZO) Two FluidPorous Body
WOSUB Quasi-3D Mixture (Drift Flux)
Subchannel
Table II-2
Results - Review of Computer Codes
(continued)
Two-Phase Flow Correlations & Numerical Method
Heat Transfer Package
Eulerian
NATREX LMFBR
Eulerian - Boundary Value
NATOF-iD LMFBR Partially Implicit
Eulerian - Boundary Value
NATOF-2D LMFBR Partially Implicit
H
SABRE LMFBR
Eulerian - Initial Value (Before Boiling)
SAS LMFBR Lagrangian or Partially Lagrangian (After Onset of
Boiling)
Eulerian - Initial Value (Liquid)
SOBOIL LMFBR Langrangian (Vapor Bubbles)
Eulerian - Boundary Value
Partially Implicit
Eulerian - Boundary Value
TPartially Implicit
Eulerian - Initial Value
WOSUB LWR Implicit
Table II-3
Accident Analysis Requirements
FUEL/CLADDING SUBCHANNEL POROUS BODY
REPRESENTATION
0
Two-Phase
Model Fixed Rime
SFixed Mixture Two-Fluid Fixed Mixture Two-Fluid
Regime RegimeQNumerical
Method
Eulerian -
Initial Value
H
Eulerian - LSHRS LSHRS LSHRS LSHRS
Boundary Value I
Lagrangian or LSHRS LSHRS
Partly Lagrangian
Eulerian -
Initial Value
LF
TOP
LF
TOP
LF
TOP TOP
LOF LOF LOF LOF
Eulerian - LOPI LOPI LOPI LOPI
Boundary Value LSHRS LSHRS LSHRS LSHRS
LF TOP LF TOP LF TOP LF TOP
Lagrangian or
Partly Lagrangian
LOF
LOP I
LSHRS
LOF
LOPI ?
LSHRS
_ _~
Table II-4
Computer Code Characteristics
FUEL/CL.ADDING ,
Z REPRESENTATION SUBCHANNEL POROUS BODY
O
H
U)
z Two-PhaseTodel Fixed Regime Mixture Two-Fluid Fixed Regime Mixture Two-Fluid
C Numerical
Method ..
_ ___
Eulerian - FLINA?
Initial Value FLINT
S Eulerian - NATREX? NATOF- 1D
q Boundary Value
H
Lagrangian or BLOW-3?
Partly Lagrangian SAS
Eulerian -
Initial Value
COBRA-IIIC
COBRA-IIIP
FLICA-III
WOSUB
BACCHUS?
Eulerian - COBRA-IV COMMIX INATOF-2D (RZ)
Boundary Value I COBRA-3M !COBRA-DF COBRA-TF HEV-2D (R,Z) TRAC (RZG)
SABRE? THERMIT(XYZ)SABRE?
Lagrangian or
Partly Lagrangian
SOBOIL
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lated accidents in which both radial and
azimuthal variations are important. Such
accidents could include: (1) Local Fault
Accidents and (2) Loss of Flow or Loss of
Piping Integrity Accidents which occur under
conditions involving severe azimuthal varia-
tions in local geometry.
2) Fuel/Clad Representation - Either the sub-
channel or porous body could be used. The
subchannel model provides a more detailed
representation of fuel-coolant geometry.
It would have disadvantages, however, with
respect. to running time required for a com-
plete representation of an LMFBR assembly.
Also, it only treats transverse momentum
effects in an approximate manner.
b. Two Phase Model
Either two fluid or mixture model could be used.
The two-fluid model would be more general and
take somewhat longer to develop. The mixture
model would be simpler and take less time to
develop -- and may have advantages with respect
to interpretation and use of available experi-
mental data.
c. Numerical Method
The Eulerian/boundary value approach and implicit
or partially implicit differencing scheme.
2. Present Code Capabilities
At present there is no single code with the characteris-
tics listed in E.l. (Ref. Table II-4).
3. Recommended Code Development
a. Porous Body/Two Fluid Model
Adapt XYZ LWR code THERMIT to sodium and LMFBR
conditions. Continue parallel development of
RZ code, NATOF-2D.
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b. Porous Body/Mixture Model
Develop three or four equation model/code
based on THERMIT.
[The two-fluid code, THERMIT was recommended
as a basis so that the theoretical and numeri-
cal differences between the mixture model and
two fluid codes will be clearly understood when
making comparisons. Also, this approach will
make it possible to take advantage of an existing
code structure and numerical method which repre-
sents the present state-of-the-art. The reasons
for choosing THERMIT, rather than other state-
of-the-art codes such as TRACorCOMMIX were the
following: (1) TRAC was written before THERMIT
and therefore there were some improvements in
THERMIT. Also, TRAC includes representation of
an external loop and is therefore structured
differently and much larger than THERMIT (which
is designed specifically for core calculations).
(2) Only a single-phase version of COMMIX was
available, and the two-phase, two-fluid version
was not expected to be available until mid-1979.]
I I I -----~----i-------- --
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III. TWO FLUID CODE DEVELOPMENT
A. Introduction
The objective of this task is to develop a calculational
tool based on the two fluid model which can be used for ana-
lysis of sodium boiling. The two fluid model uses separate
partial differential equations to express conservation of mass,
momentum and energy for each individual fluid phase. Such a
formalism allows very general and physically reasonable model-
ling of relative motion of the phases and thermal disequilibrium;
but, this in turn requires mathematical expressions for the
exchange of mass, momentum and energy. Accordingly, an impor-
tant part of the work associated with this task is directed
towarded obtaining such expressions.
On the basis of the recommendation of Section II, it was
decided that work on this task would follow two approaches.
The first is to adapt the LWR XYZ code, THERMIT (Ref. 1) to
sodium and LMFBR conditions. The second is to continue work
which was started in FY1978 on development of an LMFBR RZ code,
NATOF-2D. Both of these codes use a two-fluid, porous body
representation and a semi-implicit method for the numerical
solution of the fluid dynamics equations. Therefore, much of
the work being carried out under this task is common to both.
The work which has been completed during FY1979 is described
in Sections III.B through III.E* which follow. A summary and
outline of work planned for FY1980 is given in Section III.F.
*Note that all subtasks in Section III.B and some in Section III.D
are also applicable to development of a mixture model code based
on THERMIT (See Section IV).
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B. Adaptation of THERMIT
1. Rod Bundle Representatives
a. Radially Variable Equivalent Diameters
THERMIT is written in rectangular coordinates. In
order to use the code to analyze LWR square array rod
bundles (as was originally intended) only one axial hydraulic
diameter was required as user input. In the case of LMFBR
hexagonal arrays, however, this is not the case. Accordingly,
the code has been modified so as to accept radially variable,
axial heated and wetted equivalent diameter for use in the
heat transfer and friction calculations respectively.
b. Heater and Fuel Rod Models
The LWR version of THERMIT contains a UO2 - Zircaloy
fuel rod model. This model has been deleted and replaced
by a boron nitride (BN) heater model with constant material
properties similar to those used in the THORS experiments.
The properties and details of rod geometry used are based
on Ref. 2 and given in Appendix A. Since the code calculations
are based on three zone geometry, the inner BN and heater
ribbons were volume weight smeared as follows:
pc dv R 1
p cdv p 1 (R 2  + (pc 2 R2 (I-)
pc = 3.275 x 106 (J/m3 OK)
Sfk dv k + k 2  1  R 1  (III-2)dv 2 R2
k = 39.39 w/m oK
---- ~ ~____~ ~~~~_ ~ ~_~~__~___~ ~~~___~~~ ~-P - -k ~--P- -~--- - d- __ _-- __~__
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Work is presently underway to incorporate a new fuel
rod model. Initially, a model similar to the previous
UO2 - Zircaloy model will be used. The only difference will
be that the new model will use material properties and gap
conductivity correlations appropriate for LMFBR (UO2/PuO2 -
Stainless Steel) fuel rods. Later, consideration will be
given to incorporating a more detailed model such as used
in COBRA-3M or SIEX.
c. Representation of Plenum/Blanket Regions
Work is presently underway to modify THERMIT to allow
for axially varying fuel rod properties. This capability
is necessary to be able to represent plenum/blanket regions
of fuel assemblies. In the LWR version of THERMIT the fuel
rod materials are assumed to extend for the full axial height
of the system. Thus the thermal inertia of the fission gas
plenum cannot be adequately modeled.
In the new version of THERMIT the user will be able to
model a fuel rod by specifying the number of axial zones and
the material in each zone. As many zones as desired may be
specified, limited only by the number of axial meshes. This
will allow the user considerable flexibility in modeling
physical systems.
d. Hex Can Model
In the LWR version of THERMIT an adiabatic boundary con-
dition around the radial perimeter of the region was required,
The new version of THERMIT, however, provides the option of
including heat loss to the surrounding structure. This capa-
bility was added as a result of attempts to model the THORS
) ~_I~ _ I __ _
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Bundle 6A experiments (see Section III.E.1). it was found
that THERMIT couldn't adequately predict boiling inception,
because there was no provision for modeling the heat losses
to the hex can and surrounding insulation.
A multi-layer conduction model is used to represent the
heat loss to the structure (see Appendix B for details).
Heat flow in the radial direction only is conducted and azi-
muthal symmetry is assumed. Because of the large decrease
in the sodium thermal conductivity at the onset of boiling,
the heat loss from any fluid channel that has a void fraction
greater than zero is neglected. If desired, the heat loss
calculations can be bypassed entirely, simulating an adia-
batic boundary condition.
It was found (Section III.E.1) that the inclusion of
heat loss to the hex can and surrounding structure had a
significant effect upon the prediction of boiling inception
in the THORS experiment. It is expected that any attempt
to model a transient for a geometry as small as a single fuel
assembly will need to consider the thermal inertia of the
surrounding structure, because the heat losses can be signi-
ficant.
e. Sodium Physical Properties
Fluid property correlations for water have been replaced
by correlations for sodium. The sodium correlations were
taken from Refs. 3 and 4. The correlations in Ref. 3 are
based on more complete data than the correlations in Ref. 4.
Correlations for liquid enthalpy, vapor conductivity, vapor
viscosity, and liquid surface tension were not available
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in Ref. 3, however, and were therefore taken from Ref. 4.
Appendix C contains a summary of the correlations used.
2. Numerical Method
a. Faster Approach to Steady State
THERMIT has a semi-implicit solution method (i.e., the
maximum time step is limited by the Courant velocity condition),
and steady state solutions are found by starting from an
initial guess and then running an unperturbed transient until
an equilibrium solution is achieved. This equilibrium
solution is the steady state solution from which a true
transient may be started via the restart capability in the
code. Initial application of the code to a representative
test case indicated that the CPU time required in order
to achieve a steady state solution was excessive. An
investigation was therefore initiated to find a remedy to
this problem.
As a result of this investigation, the decision was
made to: (1) convert the code to double precision and
(2) provide an option to suppress transverse flow during
approach to steady state. The second modification allows
the user to run with the transverse flow suppressed, and then
to restart with the transverse flow and run a few seconds
of real time to adjust the transverse flow. The effect
of these modifications was found to be the following:
Modification ' % Decrease in CPU Time
Double precision 7
Supressed transverse flow 25 - 90
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b. Other Ways to Reduce Running Time
An effort will be made to identify and implement
additional code modifications which significantly reduce
running time. One possibility currently under consideration
is to provide a means for automatic variation of the
spatial mesh during a transient boiling calculation. Such
a modification would enable the user to specify a fine
mesh only for those parts of the transient where it is
really needed (onset and early progression).
3. Input/Output Routines
a. Input Geometry Preprocessor
During input preparation for test cases being used for
initial testing of the LMFBR version of THERMIT, it becomes
obvious that if any significant number of calculations using
different geometries is to be carried out, it would be ex-
tremely useful, if not indispensable, to automate the geometry
set-up via a preprocessor. The need for this will be even
greater when distorted geometries are analyzed.
A computer code that accomplishes this task has been
written and it is now available as a stand alone module.
This code receives as input the dimensions characterizing
the hexagonal fuel assembly (i.e., distance between flats,
pin and wire-wrap diameters, pitch, spacer lead, etc.) and
produces an output directly acceptable as input to THERMIT.
Only nominal geometry is currently treated. Code capabili-
ties are the following:
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1) Two different diameters may be specified for wire-
wraps in the center and on the periphery of the
assembly.
2) The wire-wraps may start at any angle with respect
to one of the centerlines of the assembly (all wires
should however start at the same angle).
3) The sides of the hexagonal can may be connected
smoothly (i.e., via a non-zero radius of curvature).
If found desirable, this module may be incorporated
directly into THERMIT, as a subroutine.
b. Temperature Field Interpolation
The more traditional subchannel representation for
hexagonal assemblies uses a triangular grid. Codes using
such a representation yield temperatures at locations other
than those corresponding to the rectangular grid used in
THERMIT. Therefore, in order to be able to compare THERMIT
results with results obtained with these codes, it is
necessary to have a two-dimensional interpolating scheme.
Such a scheme would also be useful for obtaining a pre-
dicted temperature "reading" at the actual location of a
thermocouple when comparing THERMIT results with test data.
A bilinear interpolation (Ref. 5) algorithm has been
selected, being deemed adequate for this application. Ba-
sically, the formulation allows immediate determination of
the function at some point, if the values of the function
at four other distinct points are known. The general in-
terpolating formula is:
II_
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T(x,y) = Lk  (III-3)
where
x - x.
L. = or i jjx x - x.3 1
and
y - yi
Lky = kYi for i k
yyk yi
Note that in this scheme, the four base points are the ver-
tices of a rectangle whose sides are parallel to the x-y
axes, that is, there are only two distinct x- and y-coordinates.
A code has been written which performs this two-dimensional
interpolation as well as the automatic generation of the coor-
dinates of the cell centers for a triangluar grid. As base
points, the THERMIT-generated temperatures, in a cartesian
grid, are used. The capability exists to directly access a
THERMIT dump file, thus reducing to a minimum the user's
effort.
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C. Development of NATOF-2D
Work on development of an RZ code (NATOF-2D) has proceeded
in parallel with the work on THERMIT. This code uses a two-
fluid porous body formulation similar to that used in THERMIT.
Initital work on its development preceeded the availability of
THERMIT, however, and the detailed structure and numerics of
the code have been developed independently.
The code uses a semi-implicit method for the numerical
solution in which the convective terms are differentiated
implicitly in the velocity, while all the other differentiating
terms are treated explicitly. With this scheme, the resulting
set of algebraic equations is reduced to a matrix which is
relatively easy to invert, while avoiding a stability criterion
governed by the fluid sonic velocity.
A particular scheme was devised to solve this matrix
inversion problem which takes advantage of the strongly aniso-
tropic geometry of fuel assemblies, thus reducing considerably
the time required to advance one time step. The time step size
has a lower bound, limited by the phase speed. The coupling
terms as well as the terms representing the interaction between
fluid and structure are treated implicitly. This has a strong
stabilizing effect, enabling the code to overcome the intrinsic
numeric problems of ill-posedness of the two-fluid modeL. The
code uses a pressure boundary condition.
A preliminary working version of the code is now available.
Presently, the code incorporates the same constitutive equations/
models as used in THERMIT. The status of work on these equations/
models is discussed in Section D.
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D. Development and Implementation of Constitutive Equations and Models
1. Mass Exchange
The phase change model currently used in THERMIT is a modi-
fied version of the Nigmatulin model described in References 6
and 7.* The modification is to the expressions used for A, the
interfacial area of mass exchange. The new model provides three
different expressions for A in the equations for F, the mass ex-
change rate. The expression to be used is determined by the
flow regime, which is assumed to depend only on the void frac-
tion. The details of the model itself are provided in Appendix D.
2. Momentum Exchange
a. Inclusion of F in the z-direction Momentum Equation
Both THERMIT and NATOF-2D use a non-conservative form of
the two-fluid momentum equations, in order to facilitate the
selection of a finite difference strategy. The general (conser-
vative) form of the momentum equations, is the following:
S( p u ) +a (ap u 2 + ap= (III-4)
at v v z vuv ) + z
u r + u r - K(u - u ) - p g - F£e v c v u - w,v
*Also see pages 34 and 35 of Ref. 1. Note, however, that
errors are present in some of the equations on these pages
and in the previous version of THERMIT. The correct equa-
tions are given in Appendix D.
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and
a C(1 - Oo u + L (1 - a)pu 2 + (1 - a) (111-5)c)pu z £u+  '1
= -u vF c - u P e + K(u - u)
vc Le v u,
- (1 - a)pg - Fw
where
Fe = rate at which liquid evaporates per unit volume (kg/m3sec)
Fc = rate at which vapor condenses per unit volume* (kg/m3sec)
K = momentum exchange coefficient due to interfacial shear
(kg/m3sec)
3F = wall friction term acting on the vapor (N/m )
w,v
F , = wall friction term acting on the liquid (N/m3
w,9
By differencing the first two terms in each of the equa-
tions by parts and using the two-fluid mass conservation equa-
tions to simplify, we obtain the non-conservative forms of the
momentum equations:
au au
P v + ap u v + a -F F. (u - u ) - ap g - F (III-6)
Pv-t v vaz z i,v v x v w,v
and
Du X u
(1 - a)pf- + (1 - c) p u£-- + (1 - a)2z
k at t z -z
= F i (uy - u ) - (1 - a)pzg - F (III-7)
*Note that this is defined as less than zero.
) __ ^ _
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where
F. =K + r1,v e
F. = K - Fi,9. c
Note that the total interfacial momentum exchange coefficients
include both the momentum transfer due to shear (K), and the
momentum transfer due to mass transfer (Fe and r ). The cur-e c
rent versions of THERMIT and NATOF-2D neglect the effect of
F and c , however it has been found that these factors becomee c
significant at high void fractions and large degrees of super-
heat (see Figure III-1). In making this comparison the flow-
regime-dependent Nigmatulin Model for F (as described in Appen-
dix D), and the Autruffe correlation for K (as described in the
following section) were used. In accordance with these findings,
a modified version of THERMIT was created in include this effect.
This version is currently in the final stages of testing.
b. Expressions for K, Fw,
, and Fw v
The following correlations for interphase momentum exchange
(K), liquid wall friction (Fw, ) and vapor wall friction (Fw,v)
are currently used in both THERMIT and NATOF-2D:
4.31 (III-8
K PvlUv - u Z[(1 - a)(1 + 75(1 - a))]0.95 (111-8)2D H D v
F 0.18 rl - a)pu DH -0.2
w, 2DH pu u U (III-9a)
for a < 0.957
100
10.
00
x 1.0
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0.18 (1 - a)p u DH -0.2 (1 - c) (III-9b)
w, 2D H L i pu I(1 - 0.957)
for a > 0.957
0.2 pvuvDH -0.2
F 0.2 ap ulu pv v DH 0.2 (111-10)
w,v 2D H  v v v v
These correlations were developed in Ref. 8 using experimental
results from the KFK experiments in Karlsruhe (Ref. 9). They
differ from other formulations found in the literature, since
such formulations generally relate to a different two phase
model or have been designed for other flow patterns than the
one which prevails in these experiments.
To date, the above correlations have been tested against
tube data under steady state conditions, and reasonable
agreement with experiment has been obtained. Further work is
needed, however, to develop correlations which account for the
effect of bundle geometry in the XY or R momentum exchange terms.
3. Heat Transfer
a. Convective Heat Transfer
An adequate heat transfer correlation for convective two
phase flow in sodium cooled rod bundles is not available in
the literature. Accordingly, a new correlation has been de-
veloped and implemented. This correlation is based on the as-
sumption that the total heat transfer is the result of micro
and macro convective effects. Thus. total convective boiling
I I-15
heat transfer is given by-
h = hm. + h . (III-ll)mic mac
The value of hmic is obtained from the following expression
developed by Chen (Ref. 7):
kL 0 . 7 9 C 0.45 0.49 0.75 0.25
h m = 0.00122 LL 0. 0.2 S (III-12)
mic a 0.5 0.29
PL
AT) 0.24
AP
v
where,
AT 0.99
S = (e
and,
kL = liquid thermal conductivity
CL = liquid heat capacity
PL = liquid density
gc = gravitational constant
a = surface tension
PL = liquid viscosity
A = heat of vaporization
Pv = vapor density
AT = effective superheat for bubble growth in annular liquid
Sfilm
S measure of the suppression of bubble growth by presence
of two phase flow
AT = wall temperature minus saturated liquid temperature
AP = pressure at wall minus liquid pressure
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The value of hmac is obtained from the modified Schad cor-
relation:
0.3 6kL (III-13)hmac = R[( ReL )(PrL 8 )]mac L L DH
where:
Two Phase Vapor Liquid
6 1 kv/kL 1
R -16.15 + 24.96(P/D) .023 -16.15 + 24.96(P/D)
- 8.55(P/D)2  - 8.55(P/D)2
1 Prv/PrL  1
a 0.3 0.4 0.3
0.3 Re 0 . 8
F Re VF [Re] vReL ReL 0 .3
L
Further details are provided in Appendix E.
b. Radial Heat Conduction in the Liquid Region
A radial heat conduction capability has been incorporated
into the new version of THERMIT.* This capability was neces-
sitated by the fact that sodium has a much higher thermal con-
ductivity than water (the coolant for which THERMIT was de-
veloped initially), and therefore, a mechanism should exist
by which heat can be transferred between adjacent channels.
Previously, the only way this could occur was through the mass
exchange induced by transverse velocities.
*This capability is also included in the NATOF-2D code dis-
cussed in Section C.
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Presently, only liquid heat conduction is considered,
because when a channel begins to boil it is assumed that the
flow immediately becomes annular, with the liquid in a film
around the fuel rod. Therefore, the edge of the channel will
contain nearly all vapor, and because the thermal conductivity
of the vapor is much smaller than that of the liquid, the
conduction effect is negligible. In addition, only radial
heat conduction is considered, although the model permits
the incorporation of axial heat conduction if desired. The
effects of axial conduction will be negligible except in low
flow cases. Details of the model are given in Appendix F.
The fully explicit version of the heat conduction model
has been tested for two cases. The first was a four channel
(2 x 2) case in which two of the channels were heated by fuel
pins, and the other two were unheated. The transverse velo-
cities were set equal to zero, so that any heat transfer be-
tween cells was due to conduction. As expected, the unheated
channels showed a rise in temperature due to conduction from
the heated channels. Figure III-2 shows the temperature rise
along the channel at steady state.
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New Radial Heat Conduction Model - Results of
Four Channel Test Case
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The second test case was of anentirelydifferent nature.
The axial and transverse velocities were intially set at
zero, and the fluid was unheated, but there was a temperature
variation between channels. Figure III-3 shows the geometry
of the run. Once again, the transverse velocities were kept
at zero. Slight axial velocities were introduced by the
thermal expansion and contraction in each channel. Because
of these small axial velocities, some heat was carried out
of the system, so the final equilibrium temperature was
about 632.60 0C, instead of the predicted 633.33 °C. The
temperature variation with time is plotted for a corner,
side, and center channel in Figure III-4. As shown, all
channels went towards a single equilibrium temperature as
time progressed.
These two test cases show that the radial heat conduction
model implemented in THERMIT works satisfactorily. Accuracy
could be increased if some correlation were developed to
calculate the Nusselt Number, instead of considering it
constant, as the code presently does.
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(Numbers indicate initial temperatures in channels in OC)
Figure III-3
New Radial Heat Conduction Model -
Geometry for Second Test Case
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Figure III-4
New Radial Heat Conduction Model -
Results of Second Case
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E. Code Testing and Application
1. THERMIT Analysis of THORS Test 71H Run 101
THORS Bundle 6A, Test 71H Run 101 has been analyzed with
the preliminary sodium version of THERMIT. This experiment
involved reduction of flow to an electrically heated rod bun-
dle test section designed to simulate part of a liquid metal
fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) fuel assembly. The test was
characterized by multidimensional two phase flow and time
dependent boundary conditions. Results of the test and the
analysis with THERMIT are described below.
Test 71H Run 101 was part of a series of experiments
performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (Ref. 10).
The test section consisted of a triangular array of 19 heater
pins housed in a hex can wrapped with insulation to reduce
heat loss to the surroundings (see Fig. III-5). Each heater
pin consisted of an electrically heated section and a simu-
lated fission gas plenum section. The test section is shown
in Fig. III-6. The inlet mass flow rate was ramped down
over a period of seven seconds to a final value of one-third
the initial steady state value.
Some of the flow variables recordedduring the experiment
are shown in Fig. III-7. These graphs indicate that boiling
and flow reversal occurred several seconds after the bottom
of the flow ramp was reached. An inspection of the test sec-
tion at the end of the experiment revealed that sodium had
leaked through the hex can walls and soaked the Marimet in-
sulation.
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Sodiun Annulus
Hex can 316
Stainless Steel
Marimet Insulation
Jacket, 304( Stainless Steel
88. 9 mm ODx
5.49 mm Wall
4 32.4 mm
\Housing, 304
Stainless Steel
114.3 mm ODx
6.02 mm Wall
Figure III-5
Cross Section View of THORS Bundle 6A Test Section
(ORNL Dwg. 78-6760R)
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Figure III-6
Axial Dimensions of THORS Bundle 6A Test Section
(ORNI, Dwg. 74--1251)
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This wetting led to a change in the thermal inertia of the
hex can structure and is believed to have had a significant
effect on the thermal response of the coolant during the
transient.
The THERMIT predictions made to date have been primarily
intended to verify that the code is correctly predicting first
order effects such as axial temperature rise, pressure drop
and void progression. With this in mind, the porous body
nodalization has been fairly coarse. The fuel assembly was
represented as a single channel with eight equal length axial
zones. A finer nodalization could have been used to provide
greater detail of local conditions,but at the time it was
felt that increased computational costs were not warranted.
The boundary conditions for the single channel case were
taken from the experiment and are shown in Figures III-8 and
III-9. In the region where flow oscillations occurred the
velocity used was the average velocity.
Initially, the code was run with three different hex
can models to determine the model that best represented the
heat loss to the sodium soaked hex can. The models were: no
heat conduction to hex can structure, heat conduction to hex
can structure with Marimet insulation dry, heat conduction to
hex can structure with Marimet insulation sodium soaked. Fi-
gure III-10 shows the measured temperature six inches down-
stream of the heated section at a radial location representa-
tive of the coolant average temperature.
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"igure III-9
Top Boundary Condition: Outlet Pressure from
THORS Bundle 6A, Test 71H, Run 101
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0 NO HEAT CONDUCTION TO HEX CAN STRUCTURE.
O HEAT CONDUCTION TO HEX CAN STRUCTURE.
MARIMET INSULATION DRY.
A HEAT CONDUCTION TO HEX CAN STRUCTURE.
MARIMET INSULATION SODIUM SOAKED.
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COUPLE ON ROD 05,41
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Figure III-10
Temperature Prediction Six Inches Downstream of
Heated Section Outlet for TIIORS Bundle 6A, Test 7111
Run 101, for Three Different Hex Can Models
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This temperature is compared with the temperature predicted
by the code using each of the three hex can models with the
fuel assembly represented as a single channel. Figure III-10
shows that the error in the predicted temperature is a minimum
for the sodium soaked hex can model. This model was therefore
used in the THORS simulation that followed.
The single channel nodalization of the fuel assembly did
not provide the spatial detail necessary to predict the time
of boiling inception accurately. The value predicted by the
code was 2.7 seconds late. Figure III-ll shows the experi-
mental temperature distribution in the subassembly 1.3 seconds
after boiling inception. The heat loss to the hex can results
in more than 200 F of subcooling in the periphery of the fuel
assembly while conditions in the center are saturated. It
follows that a single channel representation would be expected
to overpredict the time to boiling initiation, since the
average enthalpy is being used to predict boiling instead of
local enthalpy. To obtain a more accurate prediction of boi-
ling inception the simulation must be made with a finer radial
mesh. In this case the symmetry in the bundle power and geo-
metry requires that only a single quadrant of the subassembly
need be represented.
The axial development of the boiling zone is shown in
Figure III-12. This figure compares the onset of saturated
conditions predicted by the single chanel run of THERMIT to
the onset of boiling observed in the experiment. Note that
the simulation curve lags the experimental curve in the region
ORNL -DWVG 78 19327
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< 1400
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1000
RADIO3 1n.1-0 STIME 15 se
Figure III-11
Temperature in the Test Section as a Function of Axial
and Radial Position at 15 Seconds for THORS Bundle 6A, Test 71H, Pun 101
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20 to 30 inches from the start of the heated section. This
discrepancy results from the fact that the single channel no-
dalization results in the time to boiling being overpredicted,
as discussed above. The curves differ downstream of the
heated section, for a different reason. Physically, the heat
capacity of the fission gas plenum section inhibits the pro-
gression of boiling down the subassembly. In the simulation
however, the heat capacity of the plenum was assumed to be
zero, causing a more rapid progression of boiling down the
assembly than observed in the experiment. The plenum heat
capacity was nelgected because the present version of the
code does not have the capability of modelling axial varia-
tions in fuel pin properties. Therefore, it was decided that
the heated section of the fuel pins would be modelled cor-
rectly and the heat capacity effects in the plenum nelgected
by turning off the heat transfer to this region.* Figure III-13
gives a different view of void progression in the single chan-
nel simulation.
When the simulation reached steady state two-phase flow,
the axial pressure gradient along the channel was considerably
steeper than observed in the experiment. Consequently satu-
ration temperatures predicted by the code were greater than
found in the experiment. This effect is responsible for the
jump in the simulated temperature seen in Figure III-14. This
result suggests the code may be overestimating two phase friction.
*The code has an option for doing this in each axial zone of a
fuel pin.
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Growth of Void Fraction in Test Section as Predicted by
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2. NATOF-2D Analysis of SLSF-P3A Experiment
As part of the qualification testing of NATOF-2D, the code
was used to simulate the SLSF-P3A experiment (Ref. 11). This
was an in-pile experiment designed to investigate the early phase
of the LOF without scram event. The experiment was conducted
using a 37-pin bundle. See Ref. 11 for further details.
The results obtained with NATOF-2D are compared with the
experiment in Table III-1 and Figures III-14, 15 and 16. Table
III-1 summarizes the significant timing of events. Figure III-14
shows the evolution of temperatures at the top of the heated zone.
Figure III-15 shows the axial variation of coolant temperature
for different times, and Figure III-16 shows the void maps at
three different axial locations.
From these results, it can be seen that the present version
of the code predicts the time of boiling inception and flow re-
versal very well, but somewhat overpredicts the amount of super-
heat at large values of the void fraction.
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Table III-1
Event Sequence Times as Predicted by NATOF-2D
for SLSF-P3A Experiment
Experimental
Data NATOF-2D
Boiling Inception
Boiling at DAS 23
(35.7", interior)
Boiling at DAS 12
(32.7", edge)
Inlet Flow Reversal
8.8
10.0
8.8
9.8
10.0
10.15
9.8
9.8
__CI~I~)I/I
1100
ion Temperature
.0
Coolant Temperature:
900 Central Channel
1. H
Onset of H
Boiling a0)0H
Clad Temperature co
700 Coolant Temperature: £ Experimental
Edge Channel Value (DAS23)
- NATOF-2D
0 2 4 .6 8 10
Time (Sec)
Figure III-15
NATOF-2D Prediction of Temperatures at Top of Heated Zone vs. Time
for SLSF-P3A Experiment
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Figure III-16
NATOF-2D Prediction of Aial Variation of Coolant Temperature at
Various Times for SLSF-P3A Experiment
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NATOF-2D Void Predictions vs. Time at
Three Different Axial Positions for SLSF-P3A Experiment
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F. Summary-Present Status and Plans for FY1980
1. Work Completed During FY1979
a. Adaptation of THERMIT
1) Modified code to enable XYZ porous body
cell representation of LMFBR hexagonal
arrays. (Modified code to accept radially
variable heated and wetted equivalent dia-
meters.)
2) Added model to represent THORS type boron
nitride heater.
3) Began modifying fuel rod model to incor-
porate material porperties and gap con-
ductivity correlations appropriate to
LMFBR (UO2 /PuO2 - SS) fuel rods.
4) Began modifying fuel rod model to allow
representation of plenum/blanket regions
(axailly varying fuel rod properties).
5) Added model to represent hex can (including
case of sodium-soaked insulation encountered
in THORS Bundle 6 Tests).
6) Replaced fluid property correlations for
water with correlations appropriate to sodium.
7) Modified code to reduce CPU time required to
calculate steady state conditions. (Converted
code to double precision and provided option
to suppress transverse flow during approach to
steady state.)
8) Developed and added input geometry preprocessor
to reduce time required to prepare code input.
9) Developed and added bilinear temperature field
interpolation scheme (to facilitate comparison
of THERMIT results with codes using triangular
grid or with thermocouple readings in tests.)
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b. Development of NATOF-2D
1) Developed code structure and numerics to
a point comparable to that of THERMIT.
c. Development and Implementation of Constitutive
Equations and Models
1) Developed and implemented new, flow regime
dependent expressions for A, the interfacial
area for mass exchange in the equation for
F, the phase change rate.
2) Modified THERMIT and NATOF-2D to include F
in the Z-direction momentum equations.
3) Developed and implemented new correlations
for interphase momentum exchange (K), liquid
wall friction (Fw ) and vapor wall friction
(F v) using experimental results from the
KFK experiments in Karlsruhe.
4) Developed and implemented new wall heat trans-
fer correlations for convective two-phase flow
in sodium cooled rod bundles.
5) Modified THERMIT and NATOF-2D to include radial
heat conduction in the liquid region.
d. Code Testing and Application
1) Used preliminary version of THERMIT to analyze
THORS Bundle 6 Test 71 H, Run 101.
2) Used preliminary version of NATOF-2D to analyze
SLSF-P3A experiment.
2. Plans for FY1980
a. Adaptation of THERMIT
1) Complete Subtasks l.a.3) and l.a.4). Consider
need for incorporating more detailed model.*
*At the November 1979 revidw meeting, it was agreed that the existing
model will be replaced by the HEDL SIEX fuel pin model.
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2) Design and initiate incorporation of output
routine which maps and plots axial coolant
temperatures and liquid/vapor boundaries,
but is not limited to these features.
b. Development of NATOF-2D*
1) Complete development and initial testing of
working version of code.
2) Evaluate results of code application and
testing vs. THERMIT and decide on further work.
3) Write topical report.
c. Development and Implementation of Constitutive
Equations and Models
1) Modify codes to provide user specified super-
heat capability relative to the internally
computed local coolant saturation temperature.
2) Develop and incorporate correlations accounting
for the effect of bundle geometry on interphase
momentum exchange and wall friction in the
transverse direction.
d. Code Testing and Application
1) Test numerical functioning of THERMIT with an
appropriate sample problem.
2) Provide user assistance to HEDL regarding options
for adding other LMFBR accident modeling features
related to the TOP analysis.
3) Assist GE in the application of THERMIT to the
interpretation of the LOPI and Boiling Window
tests from the SLSF-Wl experiments.
4) Assist GE in determining the sensitivity of
THERMIT results to assumed values of the cQn-
stants in the numerical models as applied to
SLSF-Wl boiling window test predictions.
*Note that work on these subtasks will not be funded under the
FY1980 program. However, this work will be completed by M.
Granziera as part of his ScD thesis.
------- YL i
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5) Evaluate and make recommendations regarding
the advantages and/or disadvantages of using
THERMIT versus fixed regime codes (such as
SOBOIL or SAS) for the analysis of the THORS
and W1 tests.
0- 111II iI 1I I li
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Appendix A
THORS Heater Pin Physical Properties and Geometry
Region
Inner BN
Heater Ribbon
Outer BN
Stainless Steel
Cladding
Inner BN
k (w/rm K)
15.060
69.240
19.041
29.427
C (J/kgK)
1750.08
154.91
1750.08
628.02
Heater Outer
Ribbon BN
P(kg/m 3)
1849.98
21424.26
1999.91
7977.21
Stainless
Steel
Clad
-4
R = 8.255x10 m1
-3
R2 = 1.1684xl0 m
-3
R = 2.54x103 m
33
-3
R= 2.921x10 m
R2
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Appendix B
Model for Heat Loss to Surrounding Structure
THERMIT now contains a model which caculates the heat
flow between the sodium and surrounding structure. This
appendix will describe the model in terms of: 1) the geome-
try assumed, 2) the boundary conditions applied, 3) the me-
thod of solution, and 4) the apportioning of the heat flow
among the fluid channels.
B.1. Geometry
The user sets up the geometrical layout of the structure.
The number of radial zones in the structure, the material in
each zone, its thickness, and the number of meshes in each zone
are all input parameters. (If no radial heat loss is desired
the number of zones is set equal to zero.) In addition, the
user specifies which of the fluid channels are in contact with
the structure, and what the perimeter of contact is, for each
channel. For the example shown in Figure B-la, 12 of the 16
fluid channels are in contact with the structure, which in this
case consists of a hex can and surrounding insulation.
In order to assume azimuthal symmetry the code transforms
the perimeter of the test section into a circle, keeping the
total perimeter constant (see Figure B-lb). The sodium in the
channels adjacent to the structure is placed in an "imaginary"
annulus inside the wall of the structure, with the inner radius
of the annulus determined by the total volume of sodium in those
channels. The reason for this will be explained in the next
section.
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Figure B-la
Model for Heat Loss to
Surrounding Structure - True Geometry
Insulation
171
Figure B-lb
Model for Heat Loss to
Surrounding Structure - Assumed Geometry
Sodium
annulus
ation
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B.2. Boundary Conditions
In order to solve the conduction equation for the tem-
perature distribution in the structure, the boundary condi-
tions at the inner and outer boundaries are needed. These
are provided in the form of a heat transfer coefficient and
a temperature.
For the outer boundary the user inputs a constant heat
transfer coefficient and a constant temperature outside the
structure. Thus the heat flux on the outer boundary will be:
q"= h out -out wallout), where Twall out = the temperature
= out(Tout Twall,out)'wl~u
at the outer boundary of the structure. If an adiabatic con-
dition at the outer wall is desired, the user should set
hout =0.0.
The boundary conditions at the inner surface of the struc-
ture are more complicated because they involve heat transfer
between flowing sodium and a stationary structure. First of
all, the conditions of the sodium in each of the fluid channels
in contact with the structure must be averaged. This is neces-
sary in order to maintain azimuthal symmetry. Therefore, the
temperatures and pressures in each of these channels are volume-
averaged to obtain a single temperature and pressure that des-
cribes the conditions of the sodium in the channels adjacent to
the wall. Second, it is necessary to obtain a heat transfer
coefficient for the sodium/wall interface. Obviously, no cor-
relation exists for the actual geometry encountered, and that
is why the sodium is placed in the "imaginary" annulus described
in the previous section. O.E. Dwyer (Ref. 12) developed a
111 W i 4l l 1mlL, l hllM M M il In I , J
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Nusselt Number correlation for sodium flowing in an annulus,
transferring heat through its boundary:
hD
eNu= k A + C(Pe) , (B-l)
where
A = 5.54 + 0.023(r 2/rl)
C = 0.0189 + 0.00316(r 2/rl) + 0.0000867(r 2/r1 ) 2
S= 0.758(r 2 /rl)-0.0204
r2 = outer radius of annulus
r = inner radius of annulus
T is assumed to be 1.0.
Using this correlation, a heat transfer coefficient is
obtained for each time step. Once again, the heat flux
q" = h. in(Tsodium - T wallin), where Twalli n = the tempera-in sodium wall,in wall,in
ture at the inner boundary of the structure.
B.3. Method of Solution
Since there is assumed to be no heat generation in the
structure, the heat conduction equation (for flow in the radial
direction only) is:
pCp 1 (rk (B-2)pt r r r,
The finite difference form of this equation is similar
to that found in THERMIT for the rod conduction equations,
with the heat generation term missing (see Ref. 1). Note
that the solution is partially explicit in the boundary con-
ditions:
________________1__0_11
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(n+l) - h(n) (n) (n+1)q in h (T -T )(B- 3)in in sodium wall,in (B-3)
,, (n+l) h (T (n+l) - T ) (B-4)
out out wall,out out
where the superscripts refer to the time step at which the
property is evaluated. Tout and hou t are constant. The
solution of the matrix formed by these equations is accom-
plished by the forward elimination - back substitution
method.
B.4. Apportioning of Heat Flow
Once the heat flux into the structure from the sodium
annulus (q.' ) is calculated, the only problem remaining isin
how to apportion this heat flow among the separate fluid
channels. This is done on the basis of the perimeter in
contact with the structure. For example, if channel A has
a perimeter of contact that is three times that of channel B,
then the heat loss (or gain) experienced by channel A will be
three times that of channel B.
As noted before, only channels in the single phase
liquid regime lose a significant portion of heat. Thus, any
channel with a void is left out of both the averaging scheme
described in Section B.1 and the apportioning scheme defined
above.
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Appendix C
Sodium Physical Property Correlations*
1. Saturation Temperature (0 K)
A1
sat
A2 + A3 + A4 ln(P)
where:
5
A1 = 6.8354x10
4
A2 = -1.1485x10
8
A 3 = 1.4267x10
A 4 = -1.3671x10
6
Range of Validity: 550<T<1250 0 K
Source: Ref. 3
2. Liquid Density (kg/m3
p = A5 + AT + A7T 2
where:
3
A 5 = 1.0042x10
-1
A 6 = -2.139x10
-5
A = -1.1046x10
7
Range of Validity: 550<T<1250 0 K
Source: Ref. 3
3. Vapor Density (kg/m3
A8  
2  3  4
PV = P( + A9 + AloT+ AllT + AI2 T + AI3T
where:
A8 = 4.1444x10
3
8
A 9 = -7.4461
-2
A1 0 = 1.3768x10
*T is in "K and I is in Mla in all correlations (liven in this
Appendix.
^ ~_ / I IIIW
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A -1. O 14x I1 I1
A 1 2 = 3.8903x10
-13
A = -4.922xl0
3
13
Range of Validity: 550<T<1250 0K
Source: Ref. 3
4. Liquid Enthalpy (J/kg)
2 3
H = A14 + A15T + A16 T + A17 TS 14 15 16 17
where:
14 = -6.7508x10
4
A14
3
A15 = 1.6301x1015
-1
A1 6 = -4.1672x10
-4
A1 7 = 1.5427x10
Range of Validity: 360<T<1644 0 K
Source: Ref. 4
5. Heat of Vaporization (J/kg)
2 3
X = A18 + A19T + A20 T + A2 T18 19 20 A2 1 T
where:
A = 5.3139x10
6
18
19 = -2.0296x10 3A19
A20 = 1.0625
-4
A2 1 = 3.3163x10
Range of Validity: 550<T<1250 0 K
Source: Ref. 3
6. Liquid Adiabatic Compressibility (Pa )
AA23
6 = A + 2
s = A22 + A24 -T
24
where:
A22 = -5.4415xl-11
A2 = -5o4415x10
__________________*u di 1.,
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-7
A23 = 4.7663x10
A = 2.5033x10
3
24
Range of Validity: 550<T<1250 0 K
Source: Ref. 3
7. Liquid Conductivity (w/moK)
2 3k = A25 + A26T + A27 T + A28 TS 25 26 27 28
where:
2
A = 1.1045x1025
-2
A2 6 = -6.5112x10
-5
A = 1.543xl027
-9
A = -2.4617x1028
Range of Validity: 550<T<12500 K
Source: Ref. 3
8. Vapor Conductivity (w/m*K)
2
k = A2 9 +A T+ A 31Tv 29 30Ts 31s
where:
T = 1.8T - 459.7
s
and
-3
A2 9 = 2.8366x10
-5
A 3 0  6.8830x10
-8
A = -1.6783x1031
Range of Validity: 360<T<1644°K
Source: Ref. 4
9. Liquid Viscosity (Pa sec)
A A A
A A33 + 34 + 35
z 32 T 2 3
T T
where:
A3 2 = 3.6522x10
5
A33 = 1.26626x
-1A3 = 1.6626x10
-4.5688x L0
A35 = 2.8733xl0
Range of Validity:
Source: Ref. 3
550<T<12500 K
10. Vapor Viscosity (Pa sec)
v = A3 6 + A3 7 T
where:
A3 6
= 1.261x10-5
= i. 261xi0
A = 6.085xl0
9
37
Range of Validity: 360<T<16440 K
Source: Ref. 4
11. Surface Tension (N/m)
S= A 38+ A3 9 (T - A4 0 )
where:
-i
A38 = 2.067xl0
-4
A39 = -l.0x10
2
A 4 0 = 2.7314x10
Range of Validity: 360<T<1644*K
Source: Ref. 4
12. Vapor Enthalpy
= T~2  1 3
H = H + A + AT + A T+ 20T + A T
v 18 19 20 21
13. Liquid Energy
PE = H - p
14. Vapor Energy
E = H
v v Pv
A3 4
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15. Derivative
Pressure
Tsat
16. Derivative
S= pis
ST
17. Derivative
PT 6 +
of Saturation Temperature with Respect to
A4T 3
4 sat
2A1 P(A - 2 sat
of Liquid Density with Respect to Pressure
of Liquid Density with Respect to Temperature
2A7T7
18. Derivative of Vapor Density with Respect to Pressure
P Pv
ap T
19.
20.
Derivative of Vapor Density with Respect to Temperature
v -A8  2  3
SP[ + A 0 + 2A T + 3A12 + 4A 13 T]
aT ive2 of Liquid Energy with Respect to Temperaturev
Derivative of Liquid Energy with Respect to Temperature
E£ 2 P dp
SA 5 + 2A 6T + 3A T +
p£2 dT
21. Derivative of Liquid Energy with Respect to Pressure
. .. . .. m , .
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22. Derivative of Vapor Energy with Respect to Temperature
E V I = A1  +A 1 + 2T[A + A] + 3T2 [A + A]
T P 5 9 16 20 17 21
dpP v
dT
Vfv
23. Derivative of Vapor Energy with Respect to Pressure
DEv
=- 0.0
TdP
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Appendix D
Old and New Models for the Mass Exchange Coefficient
The correct version of the Nigmatulin Model, as described
in Reference 7, is the following:
(D-1)P = P + 1
e
Fe = ptAa(l - a)VRg e
= 0
for Tk >
(D-2)
for T, < T
= PAa(1 (l- a)/R
= 0
for T < T
for T > Tv * S
1/3 2/3A- = for a < 0.5,
(4 N 1/33.)
2/3 for a > 0.5
7 3
1 = X = 0.1, N = 10 bubbles/m
e c
where r = not mass exchange rate (kg/n 3sec), P = evaporation
rate, F = condensation rate, A is proportional to the inter-
cfacial are of mass exchane per unit volume (m-) = void
facial area of mass exchanqe per unit volume (inl), 'L void
(D-3)
(D-4)
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fraction, R = gas constant for sodium = 361.49 J/kqIK, andg
A and A are constants which could conceivably vary between
e c
0.01 and 1.0.
Note that in the previous version of THERMIT two mis-
takes were present: pv was replaced by p in the equation for
Sc' and the expressions for A were:
4N 2/3 4N(1 -) 2/3
A = if !0.5, A = 3 for a > 0.5 (D-5)
Simple dimensional analysis will show that the latter equations
are incorrect.
THERMIT now contains a modfied version of the Nigmatulin
Model, in which Equations (D-4) are revised so as to incorporate
the effects of channel geometry and flow regime. The original
Nigmatulin Model assumes a constant number of bubbles per unit
volume. This is unrealistic, because not only will the number
of bubbles change as evaporation increases, but in sodium boiling
one finds that the large void fractions encountered dictate
annular flow most of the time. The modified version takes these
factors into account in developing a methodology for calculating
A based on flow regime and channel geometry.
First consider the bubbly flow regime, which is assumed
to exist for a < 0.6 (the reason for choosing this particular
number will be given later). Bubbles are assumed to form in
the middle of each subchannel, packed on top of each other
(see Figure D-l). The geometry considered is that of a tri-
angular array of fuel rods, as is normally encountered in
sodium-cooled reactors.
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A = surface area of bubbles (D-5)
volume of fluid
Take a volume of height dz. In this volume there are
dz/ 2rb bubbles, where rb = radius of each bubble. Thus the
total surface area of all the bubbles is: dz x 4 2rb  = 2rrbdz.
The volume of the fluid is Axdz, where Ax = cross-sectional
area of the subchannel. Substituting these expressions into (D-5)
gives:
2nrbdZ 2 rbA 27rr dz 2 b (D-6)
Adz A
x x
p2/1 vD2
For a triangular array, A x  4 8 ; thus
16wr b
A = b (D-7)
2P 2 / 3 - D
2
In order to obtain A as a function of the geometry and
void fraction an expression for rb in terms of these para-
meters is needed. This can be obtained using the following
definition of a:
3
Svolume of vapor 4 / 3 rb 3 dz/( 2 rb) (D8)= - (D-8)
volume of fluid p 2 )d z
Solving for rb'
rb i 3 (2P 2 / - wD2 )a (D-9)b 16 T
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TOP VIEW
Fuel
Rods
SIDE VIEW
Figure D-1
New Model for Mass Exchange Coefficient 
-
Assumed Geometry for Bubbly Flow
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Substituting the results of (D-9) into (D-7) then gives
A- 4.0 3r 10.5D 2VT)
2/5)
for a < 0.6
Fbr a void fraction greater than 0.6 and less than a cer-
tain dryout value (set at 0.957, for reasons to be given later),
it is assumed that the flow is annular, with the liquid flowing
in an annulus around the fuel rods, as shown in Figure D-2.
Fbr ra = the outer radius of the liquid annulus,
2 2radz 8 ura
A a 2 a2
P2/3 & dz 2P2/ 3- wD 2
4 8
and
z = 1 - a =
1-
1  r 22 a 2- (D/2) )dz
(D-11)
(D-12)( 2 2)dz
Solving Equation (D-12) for ral
/(l - a)(2P 2 /~ - ,rD2 ) + iD2
ra 4n
Substituting this into equation (D-11) and simplifying gives
2/ () 2 0.54.0/ D I
D 2 2 2(
_~V (po 2-/3)
° ,(- _ .GD- 1-
D-13)
D-14)
for- 0.6 - 0.9', 7
(D-10)
fi'111-1YYI ... ,
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Fuel Rods lqi quid
Figure D-2
Annular Flow
New Model for Mass Exchange Coefficient -
Assumed Geometry for Annular Flow
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A comparison of this expression with Equation (D-10)
shows that for common values of the pitch-to-diameter ratio
(1.1 - 1.3) the areas calculated by these formulas are roughly
equal for 0.5 < a < 0.7. Since the bubbly/slug - annular
transition usually occurs in this range, a = 0.6 was chosen
as the transition void fraction. Considering the numerous
other uncertainties associated with the Nigmatulin Model for
r (the values of Xe and X c , for example), the uncertainty
introduced by the choice of a transition void fraction is
negligible.
Physically one would expect the interfacial area, A, to
approach zero as a - 1.0, but one can see that Equation (D-14)
doesn't satisfy this criterion. This is because the derivation
of Equation (D-14) assumed that the liquid remains in contact
with the wall at all times. In reality there is a void frac-
tion below 1.0 at which some vapor comes in contact with the
wall. Experiments done on steady state flow of sodium in a
heated tube (Ref. 9) have shown that this dryout void fraction
is approximately equal to 0.957. Therefore, for 0.957 < a
the interfacial area should decrease as a - 1.0. Thus Equa-
tion (D-14) is modifieC. to yield:
2
2/T(_ _0.5
D 2 ..- 1 22
22 r3 (I ) / - 11
(D 15)
( -097for a > 0.9571 -. 957
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Equations (D-10), (D-14), and (D-15) represent a con-
tinous, flow-regime-dependent methodology for calculating the
interfacial area of mass transfer required in the Nigmatulin
Model for P. These areas are plotted as a function of o
for different P/D ratios in Figure D-3. Fbr comparison the
Nigmatulin expression for A [Equations (D-4)], is also plotted.
Note that this expression is multiplied by a factor of 3, be-
cause the true interfacial area of mass exchange is three times
as large as Equations (D-4). One can see from Figure D-3 that
as P/D decreases the difference between the Nigmatulin Model
and the proposed one increases, especially at large void frac-
tions, which are commonly encountered in sodium boiling.
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Appendix E
Is
Proposed Correlation for Two Phase
Convective Heat Transfer in LMFBR Rod Bundles
E.l. Introduction
An adequate heat transfer correlation for convective two
phase flow in LMFBR rod bundles is not presently available
in the literature. Accordingly, a new correlation has been
formulated. This correlation assumes a mechanism of micro
and macro-convective heat transfer to boiling liquid metals
similar to that proposed by Chen (Ref. 7) for non-metallic
liquids. The new correlation has not yet been verified by
comparison with experimental data. Reasonable agreement
with experiment is anticipated, however, since, in comparisons
with experimental results for water and organic fluids, Chen
showed an average deviation of 11%, as compared to deviations
of 32% to 43% for previous correlations (Ref. 7).
E.2. Assumptions
The conditions for validity of the correlation are stable,
vertical, axial convective flow of saturated liquid metals
with no liquid deficiency. These conditions are, in general,
satisfied by convective boiling of liquid metals with net
vapor generation in annular or mist-annular two phase flow.
The proposed model for convective flow is based on the postu-
late that there are two mechanisms that contribute to total
heat transfer and these mechanisms interact with each other.
The macro-convective mechanism is associated with overall flow
and the micro-convective mechanism is associated with bubble
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growth in the annular liquid film.
E.3. Derivation
Using the assumptions of A.2., Chen (Ref. 7) obtained the
following for the micro-convective contribution:
h mi c = 0.00122
k 0.79 0.45 0 4 9AP 0.75 0.25
0 0.5 0.29
PL
S 0.24
ATv
v
AT 0.99
S e
AT
and,
kL = liquid thermal conductivity
C = liquid heat capacity
PL = liquid density
gc = gravitational constant (=1 for SI)
a = surface tension
PL = liquid viscosity
X = heat of vaporization
Pv = vapor density
AT = effective superheat for bubble growth in annular liquid
e film
S = measure of the suppression of bubble growth by presence
of two phase flow*
AT = wall temperature minus saturated liquid temperature
AP = pressure at wall minus liquid pressure
Based on Foster - Zuber's pool boiling theory (from which Equa-
tion (E-l) is derived), Equation (E-l) appears to be applicable
for liquid metals as well as ordinary fluids (Ref. 13).
*S may be correlated against an effective two-phase Reynolds
number (See Fig. E-l).
where,
(E-1)
IYIIIYIIIII
--
SI J I I I i IIII YiiYil l I lII nI iik
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104Jos. /0
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Figure E-1
The Suppression Function, S, in Equation (E-l)
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Ref.]4 proposed a modified form of the Lyon - Martinelli
equation for the macro-convective term. However, a correla-
tion applicable to rod bundles is needed. Therefore, as
recommended in Ref.15, the Schad correlation for single phase
liquid was chosen and modified for two phase flow conditions.
The modified Schad correlation for macro-convective heat
transfer is:
6k0.3 a Lh = R[(F ReL )(PrLS) ] (E-2)
mac L L DH
where:
Two Phase Vapor Liquid
6 1 k /kLkvL 1
R -16.15 + 24.96(P/D) .023 -16.15 + 24.96(P/D)
- 8.55(P/D)2 - 8.55(P/D)2
8 1 Prv/PrL  1
a 0.3 0.4 0.3
0.8
R 0.3 ReRe v1
F ReL ReL0.3
Equation (E-2) reduces to the conventional Schad equation
for single phase heat transfer in the limit of 0% quality. In
the limit of 100% quality, Equation (E-2) reduces to the Dittus-
Boelter equation for single phase vapor. In the region of
mixed quality, the parameter F takes on values intermediate
between the single phase values. The function F may be physic-
ally interpreted as a measure of the effectiveness of two phase
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momentum transfer as compared to the corresponding liquid
phase momentum transfer. F can be correlated against the
Martinelli parameter and the recommended correlation is
shown in Figure E-2 (Ref. 7). Thus, total convective boi-
ling heat transfer is given by:
h = h.mi c + hmac . (E-3)mic mac
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The Reynolds Number Function, F, in Eauation (E-2)
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Appendix F
Details of Radial Heat Conduction Model Added to THERMIT*
F.1. Introduction
A radial heat conduction model has been incorporated
into THERMIT. This has been done by puttting an additional
term in the liquid energy equation in subroutine JACOB, qcnd,
which represents the heat flow (per unit volume of sodium)
into the node from the four sides. This heat flow is cal-
culated in a new subroutine, QCOND, which is called from
subroutine NEWTON. The subroutine is called once per time
step, and calculates the net heat flow into (or out of) each
node. The heat flow through all external faces (i.e. boundary
faces) is set equal to zero.
The user has the option of choosing between two different
methods of incorporating liquid conduction, or bypassing it
altogether. The first option for liquid conduction is fully
explicit in nature, and as such, may introduce a time step
restriction. The second option is partially implicit, and
unconditionally stable, so it imposes no time step restriction.
The disadvantage of this method is that it doesn't strictly
conserve energy at all points. The user may select which of
these options to use through the input parameter, rnuss, which
is an effective conduction Nusselt Number (to be explained
later). If rnuss is set equal to zero the liquid conduction
routine is bypassed altogether. If rnuss is greater than zero
the partially implicit method is employed, whereas if rnuss
is less than zero the fully explicit method is used. The fol-
lowing sections contain a description of each of the two Liq(uid
conduction options.
*This model is also used in NATOF-2D.
-- '^'ImIrnu EYIII IUIIYIIYI
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F.2. Explicit Method
With this method all properties are evaluated at the old
time step. As mentioned before, this introduces a time step
limitation which may or may not be more limiting than the time
step limitation introduced by the axial velocity. The time
step limitation for conduction in two dimensions (i.e. neglecting
axial conduction) is:
2
(Ax)2  kAt < (Ax) where a = thermal diffusivity -k and (F-1)4a p4 0Cp
Ax is assumed to be equal to Ay.
The heat flow term for each face is calculated by multi-
plying the temperature difference by an effective conduction
heat transfer coefficient. The total heat flow for each node
is obtained by summing the heat flows for all four sides. For
the configuration of Figure F-l,
n+1 A 1- 0hl-0 n n
cnd 1-0 v0 ,l - ,0), and (F-2)
(Q n+l n+l ( n+l n+l
cnd 0 cnd 1-0 + cnd 2-0 + cnd 3-0 (F-3)
S n+l
+ (cnd 4-0
where Qcnd = heat flow per unit volume (W/m3), A1-0 = the area
of heat transfer (which is assumed equal to momentum transfer)
between nodes 1 and 0, V0 = the volume of sodium in node 0, and
h1- 0 = the conduction heat transfer coefficient between nodes
1 and 0. The superscripts refer to the timestep at which the
quantities are evaluated.
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Figure F-1
New Radial Heat Conduction Model -
Nodal Configuration Used for Derivation of
Equations (F-2) and (F-3)
Node 0 - ---
Node 1-
Figure F-2
New Radial Heat Conduction Model -
Nomenclature Used in Derivation of
Effective Conduction Heat Transfer Coefficient
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1, 0
qT
q1-0
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The conduction heat transfer coefficient, h, is calcu-
lated for each face by calling another new subroutine, HTRAN.
This subroutine calculates an h for each of the two nodes and
then couples them together to obtain an effective h. See
Figure F-2.
In the explicit option the user inputs a negative number
for the Nusselt number, rnuss. The conduction Nusselt number
in each channel is set equal to the absolute value of rnuss.
Using the nomenclature of Figure F-2,
hD
hl e1  e0
1 0
- Irnuss(. (F-4)kI  k0
1 0
The number 7.0 is a good number to use for rnuss, because it
represents a typical value for the Nusselt number in sodium.
If in the future a correlation is developed for calculating
the Nusselt number in a geometry like that encountered here, it
could be implemented with a minimum of work.
4xA
The equivalent diameter, De  , is known frome PwZskonfo
w
geometry, and the thermal conductivity is known as a function
of liquid temperature, so h0 and h1 can be calculated. The
heat flux on the boundary is
q1-0 = h0 (Ti - ,0 ) = hl (T, - Ti) (F-5)
Therefore,
hlT£, 1 + hoT0, 0
T = + h0 (F-6)
1 h 1+ h0
_1_31 _1_ I /1
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I i F; I I ol (I w r I II 1I I II a I
I - ()
S1-0 0 ( 1 W-0h0 ii-'(F-7)
1-0 T - T T - T ,0
Substituting for T. in Equation (F-7),
r
hh0 1 ,l + hoT£, 0hl- = 0 -_ 
_ _ _ _ _
1-0 T, £,0  h + h0  (F-8)
T, 0 (hI + h0)
h1 + h0
Simplifying,
hlh0 (F-9)
hl-0 h + h 01 0
Therefore, it is seen that h1- 0 is one half of the harmonic
mean of the two local heat transfer coefficients. This value
is returned to the subroutine QCOND, which then calculates
the value of Qcnd. This process is repeated for each node.
F.3. Partially Implicit Method
As stated before, the fully explict method introduces a
restriction of the time step. For fairly large radial (i.e.,
x-y) mesh spacing, this restriction is less severe than the
convective time step limitation imposed by the fluid dynamics
calculation, and thus the explicit method is quite adequate.
However, when the radial mesh spacing is small (on the order
of subchannel dimensions), the adequate time step decreases
1_IIII/
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significantly. Actually the dimension that dictates the
stability criterion is, in our formulation, the "equivalent"
diameter, as previously described. In the presence of large
amounts of structure, such as in the case of a fuel assembly,
this equivalent diameter may be substantially smaller than the
mesh spacing. An additional effect leading to a decrease of
the time step limit is that due to the enhancement of the
actual liquid conductivity by a factor equal to Irnussl.
The combined effect of the aforementioned factors leads
in some situations to a time step limitation significantly
below that imposed by fluid convection, especially under low
flow conditions. To avoid a substantial increase in computing
time (and, hence, cost), a different scheme was implemented.
Specifically the temperature at the center point of the 5-point
difference operation (equivalent to 2-D Laplacian differential
operation) is taken at the new time. The usual linear stability
analysis predicts unconditional stability.
In this scheme, the total heat flux to node 0 is given by:
i=4
(Q )n+l 1 A. h n - T(F-10)
cndo V 1i-o i-o 1 ,i ,T0 L
t=l1
n hn n+l
cnd cnd ,o
where thedefinitions of "qcnd" and "h cnd" are obvious. Thus,
an additional quantity is passed to subroutine JACOB, for the
liquid energy equation. This quantity hcnd will affect both
the right hand side of the equation, as a source, as well as
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the derivative of the equation with respect to liqcuid tornm-
perature (this derivative is required in the linearization
process).
At this point it should be noted that this scheme was
chosen and not a fully implicit one, because of the basic
restriction of the THERMIT method of solution, namely that
implicit cell coupling must appear only via pressure.
The only shortcoming of the scheme is the lack of strict
energy conservation. For practical situations, this aspect
was not found limiting, mostly because of the rather slow
change of temperature in time.
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IV. MIXTURE MODEL CODE DEVELOPMENT
A. Introduction
Although the two-fluid (six equations) model in theory
provides the utmost in capability and physical consistency,
it is in this generality and complexity that its major draw-
back lies. The presence of the interfacial exchange terms
calls for a number of constitutive equations for which current
understanding is rather incomplete. A "mixture" (less-than-
six equation) model then becomes appealing because:
1) it theoretically needs fewer constitutive equations;
2) the constitutive equations still necessary for closure
are believed to be more amenable to interpretation and
use of available experimental data; and
3) computationally it may be less expensive.
The objective of this task is to develop a code based on
the mixture model approach. Consistent with the recommendation
of Section II, this code is being developed by appropriately
modifying the two fluid version of the XYZ code, THERMIT.
Therefore, much of the work described in Section III*, Two Fluid
Code Development, is also applicable to this task. FY1979 work
specific to this task is described in Sections IV.B through IV.E
which follow. A summary and outline of work planned for FY1980
is given in Section IV.F.
*See Sections III.B and III.D.
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B. Model Selection
Obviously some generality is lost with a mixture model.
However, it is felt that for a certain class of applications
such a model could be chosen as to give an entirely adequate
capability. An investigation has been started regarding this
model selection process, in an attempt to maximize the
potential advantages of a mixture model.
First, an overall assessment was made of all the two-
phase flow models, starting with the generalized three-equation
model and going up in refinement and complexity to the "two-
fluid" (six equation) model. All these models are listed in
order of increased number of balance equations and constitutive
laws in Table IV-l, adapted from Ref. 1. Once the general
characteristics of these models were well understood, with re-
spect to their relative advantages and disadvantages, the next
logical step was to specify those aspects and features that
should be considered in connection with sodium boiling simu-
lation. Some of these aspects are:
1) The liquid is superheated at the time of boiling inception;
2) When both phases are present, the liquid is at saturation;
3) Once vapor is formed, an annular flow pattern is esta-
blished, with liquid film on the wall;
4) At very high void fraction, liquid may exist as saturated
droplets surrounded by superheated vapor, now in direct
contact with the solid wall;
5) Except for the situation described in (4), wall friction
and heat flux may be considered applicable to liquid only;
Table IV-1
To- Pha-e Flow TIlodlc (Ref. 1)
Imposed Restrictions
- 1 L , . . .'_ "
Nature : Laws for
.. -- ------ ---
Remainlng:
dependent varoiables Balance equations
written lin practico
D 3 (e.g. homogeneous modl) 3 mixture balance Eq
C3
I C2
S 3
81
(e.g. diffusion models) /
A , A,2,
(e.g. thermal equilibrium)
I
3 mixture balance Eqs
+ 1 phase balance Eq. (mass)
3 mixture balance Eqs
+ 1 phase balance Eq. (energy)
Constitutive laws needed
Number
1 I I--
3 mixture balance Eqs
1 phase balance Eq. (momentum)
I I 4, I - ,--
3 mixture balance Eqs
+ 1 phase balance Eq. (mass)
+ 1 phase balance Eq. (energy)
1, . 1 3 mixture balance Eqs
tLz (or &I
1 phase balance Eq. (nmass)
1 phase balance Eq. (momentum)
3 mixture balance Eqs
I phase balance Eq. (mnmentum)
1 phase balance Eq. (energy)
f I
Nature : Laws for
Mixture wall friction
Mixture wall heat flux
Mixture wall friction
Mixture wall heat flux
Mass interaction term
Mixture wall friction
Wall heat flux for each phase
Entergy interaction term
Wall friction lor eaih phase
Mixture wall heat flux
Momenturnm Interaction term
Mixtkile wall fliction
Wall heat flux fur each phase
Mas, energy interaction, terms
Wll friclion for each phase
Mixiure wall hieat flux
Mass, momentum interactlon terms
Wall fIrction for each pi;se
Wall heat flux for each phase
Momentumn, energy interaction terms
3 mixture balance Eqs Wall friction
A 1 . n.I AI  + 3 phase balance Eqs 7 Wall heat flux I for eachphase
(or 6 phase balance Eqs) Mas, momentum, energy interaction
terms
where :R 2
i
p
w
void area fraction
phase enthalpy
pressure
phase velocity
Numb'er
-;eDL~
4AT .,nin
Le OF 6"2
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6) When the disruption of the liquid film begins, direct
contact between vapor and wall should be accounted for
via a wall contact fraction.
With these features in mind, four models out of the initial
eight were selected for further investigation, regarding the
required consitutive laws and restrictions. A comparison of
these models is shown in Table IV-2. Based on this analysis,
it has been decided to pursue a generalized three-equation mo-
del, allowing for relative motion between phases through the
introduction of relative velocity. Thermal equilibrium will be
assumed, except for the liquid superheat preceeding the inception
of boiling. A major part of future work will be devoted to the
development and implementation of a general and consistent multi-
dimensional representation of relative velocity. If at some
point in the future it appears desirable to include the vapor
superheat, the three-equation model can be easily extended to
a four-equation model through the addition of a separate con-
tinuity equation for the vapor phase. Of course, this would
entail the specification of the vapor generation rate, F.
E-YIlninmmmwir
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Table IV-2
Two-Phase Flow Model Comparison
Constitutive laws
and restrictions
Wall friction (liquid)
Wall friction (mixture)
Heat flux
Heat flux
(liquid)
(mixture)
Mass exchange
Momentum exchange
Energy exchange
Relative velocity
Liquid superheat
Vapor superheat
6
(A)
Number of balance equations
5
(B-2)
/1
'I
.1
4
(C-3)
3
(D)
Notes:
1 - one-dimensional form
2 - three dimensional form
--
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C. Model Formulation
Whenever a reduced (i.e., less than six) set of conser-
vation equations is employed in describing the two-phase flow,
the closure of the chosen formulation is effected through ad-
ditional restrictions on the evolution of the dependent var-
iables (Ref. 1). Regarding phase velocities, such a restriction
is customarily expressed by a correlation for either slip ratio
(S = Vv/V z ) or slip velocity (Vr = Vv - V ). Closely related
to the second approach is the drift velocity of the vapor with
respect to mixture center-of-mass (or alternatively, center-
of-volume) velocity.
One of the ground rules for the first stage of the mixture
model development has been to use the two-fluid code THERMIT
with a minimum of modifications for testing of various "less-
than-six equation" models. Consequently, an attempt was made
to obtain a relationship between the interfacial momentum
transfer coefficient (appearing in the phasic momentum equations
of the two-fluid model) and the slip ratio.
It rapidly became obvious that such an approach would be
impractical, the reason being that even for one-dimensional
flows, the interfacial momentum transfer coefficient, K,
exhibits a very complex functional dependence with respect to
slip, namely:
K = vf(S - £, z '  p' , ' ) (IV-l)K~~~--- =p, f(q~ 3z y--f Pv Pz..
A different approach was then taken, whereby the two phasic
momentum equations will be replaced by a mixture momentum equa-
-iU WIW I
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tion (for the center-of-mass velocity) plus a relationship
between phase velocities. The necessary formulation was de-
veloped for two forms of this relationship:
a) Slip Ratio
For three-dimensional applications, we define a slip
ratio matrix such that
V = [S]V (IV-2)
and assume only
[S] is diagonal:
[S] =
"parallel" slip, that is, the matrix
Sx
Lo
From the Equation (IV-2)
of-mass velocity:
V Pv v +(l - 0) PV
V =m 0
S
y
and
0
S
z
the definition of center-
where
Pm = pv + (1 - a) pt , (IV-5)
one can obtain relationships expressing the phase k (v or £)
velocity in terms of the mixture velocity:
V = [Ck] Vm (IV-6)
where [Ck] is again a diagonal matrix. For example, the
coefficient for the vapor velocity in the z direction is:
(IV-3)
(IV-4)
W Iffili I III1 illl
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S pI
C ( Sz + )m (IV-7)
zt 9 p S z+ (1 - p
vz
Using the ELquation (1V-6) a mixture momentum equation is then
obtained in a form directly amenable to the numerical solution
employed in THERMIT.
b) Slip Velocity
The slip velocity is defined as
V r= v - V (IV-8)
r v
Then, from Equations (IV-4) and (IV-8), one can write:
(1 - a) Pk,
V = V + V - (IV-9)v m p r
m
and,
+ cVP +
V = V V (IV-10)£ m pm r
Using Equations (IV-9) and (IV-10), another mixture momentum
equation is then obtained, again in a form readily adaptable to
THERMIT's numerical technique. It may be mentioned that the mixture
momentum equations resulting from these two treatments [(a) and
(b)] differ only in the convective terms.
During FY1980, both approaches will be implemented, in fact
converting the THERMIT two-phase, six equation model to a five-
equation model [2 continuity, 1 momentum (mixture) and 2 energy
equations]. After having modified the code in this manner, a
wide variety of correlations for slip ratio and slip velocity can
then be tested against experimental data. In carrying out these
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tests the code will be forced to run as a generalized three
equation model by assuming sufficiently large values of the
interfacial mass and energy exchange coefficients. Subse-
quently, the code can then be converted to a generalized
three equation model and the appropriate correlations for
slip ratio or slip velocity provided.
In addition, the question of well-posedness will be
examined. It is well known (Refs. 2&3) that the commonly
used unequal velocity models are ill-posed under some con-
ditions. That is, the characteristics of the system of
equations become in some situations complex, thus destroying
the hyperbolic (initial value) character of the equations.
Thus, a careful investigation leading to an improved under-
standing of the problem is imperative if the model is to be
placed on firm grounds.
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D. Code Testing and Application
1. Selection of Test Problem
A French steady state boiling experiment was chosen as an
initial test case, given the avialability of not only the exper-
imental results, but also calculational verification (Ref. 4).
In addition, the 19-pin bundle used in the experiments utilized
wire wrap spacers of uniform diameter, which greatly facilitates
bundle representation, as well as the single-phase calibration
against codes in the ENERGY family (Refs. 5,6).
The assembly layout is presented in Figure IV-l, aJong with
some key geometrical parameters. The x-y grid shown comprises
25 cells (dashed lines). While obviously not the only possible
representation, this geometry was deemed adequate for obtaining
a sufficiently detailed picture of the key flow quantities (i.e.,
temperature field, cross-flow distribution, etc.).
At this level of detail, the distinction between "subchannol"
and "porous body" approaches requires some clarification. Indeed,
it seems that the two approaches converge, the basic difference
remaining the choice of subchannels, which in turn affects the
definition and determiniation of the relevant parameters, such
as transverse pressure drop, turbulent mixing, etc. The essential
potential advantage of the porous body approach resides in the
fact that parameters just mentioned may be defined in a more
general manner, greatly facilitating variations in the amount of
detail in the rod bundle representation.
In this example case, only a fraction of the heated zone
has been represented; specifically, the region of solution ex-
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All dimensions in mm:
D = 8.65
P = 9.95
d = 1.28
i - -,V. 0 -
Fiqure IV-1
19-Pin Assembly Layout and Calculational Mesh Overlay
Used for Simulation of French Steady State Boiling Experiment
L~.
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tends over a length equal to the wire spacer lead. This length
is divided into six equal axial intervals, each thus covering
600 of the wire spacer sweep around a pin. The presence of the
wire spacer is accounted for so far by specifying only the actual
flow areas and fluid volumes at each axial level. The objective
of this extremely detailed representation was to check whether
a swirl flow can be induced. The small variations in flow areas
and fluid volumes proved to be insufficient for generating a
swirling motion along the can. This indicates the need for a
more detailed representation of the wire spacer, with flow re-
sistances along and across the wire projected onto the cartesian
coordinate directions, thus obtaining the proper pressure field
"biasing".
The correct simulation of the swirl effect is important in
as far as providing the means for a significant enhancement of
energy transfer over and above that due to eddy diffusivity.
Currently, only a simple conduction model is used, in which the
heat flow between two fluid cells is given by:
q,2 = A1,2hl 1,2 (T1 - T2 ) (IV-II)
where,
kI  k2
dI • d2
hl, 2 =2 k 2 (IV-12)1,2 k 1 k212
d d1 2
The notations can be easily understood by reference to the
following figure:
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For a calculational check, a radially center-peaked but
axially uniform power shape was selected. The exit fluid tem-
perature distribution with and without liquid conduction is
presented in Figures IV-2 and IV-3, respectively. As expected,
the liquid conduction reduces the radial temperature gradients.
In both calculations the hexagonal can was assumed an adiabatic
boundary.
2. Results
Attempts to run simulations of the entire test section
(modeled with 20 axial levels, covering both the heated and
unheated zones, and with 25 x-y cells) proved unsuccessful.
The attempted calculations, especially at low flow rates, took
an impractically long time, with no assurance of convergence.
An investigation of the problem indicates that a remedy is
possible within the current numerical method and overall code
framework. Details of this investigation are discussed in
Section IV.E which follows.
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Figure IV-2
Predicted Exit Temperature Distribution with
Liquid Conduction and without Wire Wrap Model,
French Steady State Boiling Experiment
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Predicted Exit Temperature Distribution without
Liquid Conduction and without Wire Wrap Model,
French Steady State Boilin Exp)eriment
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E. Investigation of Numerical Method
As mentioned in Section IV.D, attempts to run simulations
of the French 19-pin bundle experiment were unsuccessful. Spe-
cifically, for a detailed geometrical representation entailing
the use of "small" (i.e., subchannel-size X-Y cells) in single-
phase liquid flows (i.e., virtually incompressible fluid), the
rate of convergence of the pressure field proved to be exceedingly
slow. Continuation of calculations with apparently far-from-
converged solution for the pressure (from which all other de-
pendent variables, i.e., density, internal energy, etc. are then
inferred) then led to significant residuals in the mass and
energy conservation equations which soon contaminated the over-
all solution. Some effort was devoted therefore to trying to
understand the origin of this rather disturbing behavior. The
results of this investigation are presented in the following
paragraphs.
A typical momentum equation, in difference form (as used
in THERMIT numerical method) appears as:
n+1 n nv p nl- p n+1
v n+- v + v 1 n+ -pn+ K n+l (IV-13)
At 9x m Ax V
where "n" stands for the time counter, and the (+) and (-)
subscripts used for pressure refer to the two cells adjacent
to the face on which the velocity v is defined. K is an
equivalent resistance coefficient defined such that KV represent
the total resistance (due to form and viscous drag) per unit
mass of fluid. Comparing this term with the usual expression
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2for losses, i.e., fv 2, with f being a function of Reynolds
number, roughness, etc., it follows immediately that K = fv.
For example, if a Blasius-type formula is used for f (i.e.,
0.25 0.75f ~ 1/v 0 . 2 5 ) , then K ~ v 0 .75
From the momentum equation an expression relating the
new velocity vn+l to the pressure diferential can be obtained
by re-arrangement:
vn+1 _1 At (p n+1 + pn+l + (IV-14)
P n (Ax )(1 + KAt) +
Now a typical convective term, for a quantity , in the mass
or energy conservation equation is differenced as (after mul-
tiplying through by At)
8_V At n n+lSA v (IV-15)
n+l
x Ax)
Substituting the expression for v n+ into such a convective
term shows that the pressure coefficient in the resulting
equation is proportional to
(At 1At) 2 IV-16)
Ax (1 + KAt) (IV-16)
Analyzing this last expression enables one to draw the
following conclusions:
1) For a given At, the pressure coefficient varies as
1/Ax 2 ; thus a small mesh spacing in one direction
will lead to larger pressure coefficient (i.e.,
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tighter coupling) compared to a direction in which a
relatively coarser mesh is used;
2) For a low velocity, K decreases and as a result, a
further increase in the pressure coefficient occurs.
Since typically the axial mesh spacing is significantly
coarser than the transverse spacing and because (unless a
blockage exists or develops axially) the axial velocity is
much larger than the lateral one, one sees immediately that
the pressure coupling will be much stronger in the radial
direction. Since our solution of the pressure field is direct
in the axial direction but iterative in going laterally from
one subchannel to another, the convergence will be very slow.
This aspect is inherent to this method of solution when the
matrix is marginally diagonally dominant to begin with.
This situation is not easily remedied. Because of the
size of the matrix for a typical problem, a direct solution
is practically out of the question. We also feel that stan-
dard acceleration techniques, such as overrelaxation, may not
be effective enough, due to the extreme character of the prob-
lem. After an intensive investigation as to potential courses
of action, we have found a technique that we feel has the best
chances of success. This is the method of fractional steps
(or operator splitting (Ref. 7). Essentially, the multi-
dimensional finite-difference operator is "split" into two or
three one-dimensional operators, applied sequentially. Since,
for every one-dimensional operator the resulting matrix is
tridiagonal (or block-tridiagonal), a direct solution can be
IV-19
used, thus circumventing the difficulty of marginal diagonal
dominance. Moreover, this method opens up the possibility of
devising a scheme with a higher degree of implicitness in or-
der to further reduce computational time.
^ 11
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F. Summary-Present Status and Plans for FY1980
1. Work Completed During FY1979
a. Model Selection
1) Completed assessment of advantages and dis-
advantages of various two-phase flow models,
startinq wi.Lh the qencralized three equation
model and !oing up inii refinement and complexity
to the six equation (two fluid) model.
2) Selected generalized three-equation model as
basis for further work.
b. Model Formulation and Coding
1) Formulated mixture momentum equations for
unequal velocity (< 6 equation) model using
two different ways to represent the relation-
ship between phase velocities (slip ratio and
slip velocity).
c. Gode Testing and Application
1) Attempted unsuccessfully to run HEM simulation
of French steady ,state boiling test using two
fluid version of THERMIT*.
d. Investigation of Numerical Method
1) Began investigation of numerical method used
in THERMIT to determine reason for difficulty
encountered in Subtask C.1).
2. Plans for FY1980**
a. Model Selection
Completed
*By assuming sufficiently large values 9o the interfacial ex-
change coefficient.
**Note that this task will not be funded under the FY1980 pro-
gram. However, some of this work closely relates to or is
applicable to development of the two fluid version of THERMIT.
In any event, work on the mixture model version of THERMIT will
be completed by A. Schor as part of his ScD thesis.
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b. Model I'ormulation and Coding
1) Conversion of THERMIT to five equation
model [2 continuity, 1 momentum (mixture)
and 2 energy equations using both of the
approaches formulated in Subtask l.b.l).
2) Implementation of correlations for slip
ratio or slip velocity selected from the
results of Subtask 2.c. (below).
3) Implementation of any further model or
code modifications decided upon as a
result of Subtasks 2.c or 2.d (below).
4) Conversion of THERMIT to a generalized
three equation model.
c. Code Testing and Application
1) Rerun test case attempted in Subtask l.c.l)
or select and run new test case [following
completion of Subtasks 2.d (below)].
2) Use 5 equation version of THERMIT [from
Subtask 2.b.l)] to test a wide variety of
correlations for slip ratio and slip velo-
city against experimental data.* Select
correlations to use in THERMIT.
3) Select and run cases for testing and appli-
cation of generalized three equation version
of THERMIT [from Subtask 2.b.4)].
d. Investigation of Numerical Method
1) Complete investigation of difficulty en-
countered with HEM simulation of French
steady state boiling test [Ref. Subtask
l.c.l)]. Decide upon and implement ne-
cessary modifications to THERMIT or other
action.
*To be run as generalized 3 equation model by assuming
sufficiently large values of the interfacial mass and energy
exchange coefficients.
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2) Examine the question of well-posedness
of unequal velocity model. Decision on
need for further investigation of this
question.
11h
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL TO PREDICT FLOW
OSCILLATIONS IN LOW-FLOW SODIUM BOILING
A. Introduction
This study was- conceived as an attempt to model and
simulate LMFBR sodium boiling behavior under low flow low
power conditions. Results from the Thermal-Hydraulic Out-
of-Reactor Safety Facility (THORS) at Oak Ridge Laboratory
have indicated that stable boiling may be expected under
LOPI-type conditions (Ref. 1); current models do not predict
this behavior. In addition, oscillations in flow rate were
noted during the THORS experiments, which may have contributed
to the delay in reaching dryout.
Water was chosen as the working fluid for a series of
experiments. The experiments, combined with an analytical
program, comprised the project, which had as its objectives:
1. Development of a simple one-dimensional model for
flow oscillations under low-power, low-flow condi-
tions.
2. Performance of a series of experiments to test the
model and to demonstrate the suitability of water
as a simulant for liquid sodium.
3. Establishment of a set of criteria for comparison
of water to sodium.
4. Comparison of water data to sodium data with the
aid of the Sodium i i Iinq Test lI'.ici li ty (1r;BTF') at
ORNL.
Work which hat. bcci cormpleted durinc 1Y179 i." doc:ibcd
in Section V.B through V.F which follow. A summary and outline
of work planned for FY1980 is given in Section V.G.
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B. Model Formulation
A simple, one-dimensional model has been developed which
is conceived as an independent module to be inserted into a
large systems code. The model consists of two parts. The
first is a hydrodynamic model which describes bubble growth.
The second is a thermal model which describes vapor genera-
tion. Together, the two parts are solved to determine the
vapor generation and bubble growth rate as a function of time.
Each of the model parts and the solution procedure are described
in the following subsections.
1. Hydrodynamic Model
The hydrodynamic model has been developed with a system
dynamics approach, both for ease of programming, and also be-
cause the form of the equations allows easy insight into the
effect of loop hydraulics on the flow behavior. As shown in
Figure V-l, the bubble is considered to be at constant pressure.
The upper plenum is open to the atmosphere, providing a common
"ground" pressure. The loop is then treated as an electrical
circuit, with pressures analogous to voltages, and volumetric
flow rates analogous to current. The part of the "circuit"
marked "1" extends from the bottom of the bubble, through the
lower plenum, up through the bypass leg and over to the upper
plenum. Regardless of the number of bypass loops present, they
can be lumped into one equivalent leg by a "parallel resistance"
analogy. The inertances of these loops (analogous to inductance)
are treated similarly. The part of the circuit marked "2" ex-
tends from the top of the bubble to the upper plenum. The
equations for these two legs are:
V-3
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Figure V-I
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dQ (V-)p* -P = RIQI + Ii 1dt-
b atm 11 dt
and
dQ2
pt- p± 1 2 (V-2)b atm R2 2 2 dt
These are simply the momentum equations for incompressible
flow cast in the circuit form. Here the pressure Pb has been
reduced by the hydrostatic pressure drop in each leg for ease
of handling. The resistances are of the form:
L pQQ
R = 2f L p (V-3)D 2TA
and the inertances are of the form:
=P (V-4)
which correspond to the friction and acceleration components
dQ
of the pressure drop when multiplied by Q and -, respectively.
Note that the resistance term is dependent on Q, the volumetric
flow rate, through both the term Q directly and the friction
factor, f, indirectly, since f is a function of the Reynolds
pQDnumber, Ap"
The third equation in the hydrodynamic model takes into
account the compressibility of the vapor volume. The electri-
cal analog to this is a capacitor. Similar to the current of
a capacitor, then, the flow of a compressibility capacitance is
defined:
dPb
Q3 = C dt ' (V-5)
- ~ p ;lr-7 r ~ ~ __ ~ .,----- _-b C-_ ---- _ ~-~.---_1.
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where C, the capacitance is defined as V/s, the volume of
the bubble divided by the bulk modulus of the vapor. The
dPbulk modulus, though, is defined as pdp. The equation has
therefore, been cast in the form
V dp
Q = g d (V-6)3 p dt
again for ease of handling, since 8 is empirical and this
form involves properties only.
The sum of the flow rates, Q1 + Q2 + Q3 is defined as
the source flow, Qs. Thus,
Qs = Q + Q2 + Q3  (V-7)
and this is equal to the net volumetric vapor generation.
2. Thermal Model
The derivation of the thermal model is drawn from the
First Law of Thermodynamics, which states, for a system
6Q - 6W = 6U (V-8)
where Q here is the heat input to the system, W is the work
done by the system, and U is the internal energy of the System.
The enthalpy of a system is defined as
H = U + PV (V-9)
Substituting this into the First Law yields
6Q - 6W = 6(H - PV) = 6H - P6V - V6P
_ __ I _LI
(V-10)
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The work term in the expression is actually pressure work done
on the environment, so that W = P6V. This substitution gives
dQ + VdP = 6H (V-
or, casting the equation in differential form,
dQ + dP dH (V-d- V - - t(V-]dt dt dt
If the system in question is defined as the bubble and enough
fluid surrounding it so that there is no appreciable mass
change with time, the system enthalpy change can be written
dH d d
rdt (mh) + dt (mh) (V-
or
11)
L2)
3)
dH dh dm dh
- + h- + m - +dt dt + dt g dt
dmSince at sys = 0,
d= (h 
- h )dt g
dm
then dmdt
dm
g+ mdt k
dm
vd t
dh
d + m
dt g
dm
h _g dt
. and
dh
g
dt
or
dH dm dh dhdHh g m g
dt fg dt g dt X dt (V-16)
The last two terms on the right hand side of Equation (V-16)
are changes in the sensible heat of the system. These terms
are negligible when compared to the first term, due to the
large value of the latent heat vaporization, hfg. Thus,
(V-14)
(V-15)
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dmdH h dm
dt fg dt
and Eqn. (V-12) can be written
dmdQ + V dP= h
dt gdt fg dt
dm dV dp
Since m =pV dm dp + V Rearranging termsg g g dt g dt g dt
then gives:
V dpg
p dt
g
dQ dP
_ -+ V -
Phg fg
It should be noted that
V dpVg dpg = Q (V-20)
p dt 3
g
in the hydrodynamic model, and
dV
g- = + Q (V-21)dt 1 2
from that model. Thus, the right hand side of the above
equation represents the source flow, Q1 + Q2 + Q3, and it
can be written:
dQ dP
dQ + V
Q dt g dt (V-22)Qs - ghf
g fg
3. Solution Procedure
A solution for QI, Q2 and Q3 requires that the source
flow calculated from the hydrodynamic model (Eqns. V-l, V-2,
V-6 and V-7) be equal to that calculated from the thermal
(V-17)
(V-18)
dV
dt
(V-19)
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model (Eqn. V-22). This is accomplished by guessina the pressure
in the vapor bubble and solving the equations iteratively until
the pressure guess produces agreement between the two parts of
the model. A computer code has been written to perform the
solution. Results of preliminary testing of the model, to de-
termine whether it will perform satisfactorily, are discussed
in Section V.D.
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C. Experimental Apparatus
A water test loop has been designed and constructed to
provide data which can be used in formulating and testing
the analytical model described in Section V.B. This loop
is an upgraded version of the loop used previously at MIT
for the natural circulation flow boiling experiments reported
in Ref. 2.
The loop is shown in Figure V-2. The heater rod is
driven by a 7-kw DC generator, which provides a uniform
heat flux along the tube. The upper and lower unheated
zones, simulating the axial blanket and fission gas plenum
found in current LMFBR designs, are made of Pyrex tubing,
to faciliate visual observation of flow behavior during
the experiments. The loop is valved to provide several
operating modes, including natural circulation, pumped
flow with bypass, and pumped flow without bypass. An ori-
fice flange has been installed as indicated to allow the
varying of resistance in the pipe, thereby changing the
flow rates from test to test. The diameter of the heater
and glass tubes, 0.152 inches, was chosen as being a stan-
dard size very close to the nominal hydraulic diameter of
an FTR subchannel. Lengths of the sections were chosen to
correspond closely to an FTR assembly. A full comparison
of the properties and parameters of the loop with LMFBR
designs may be found in Ref. 2.
The remainder of the loop is constructed of 1 inch ID
stainless steel pipe, with the exception of the plena, which
are 8 inches in diameter. These values were chosen to re-
_II _ )_ _ ~_II_ I_
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Figure V-2
Schematic of Water Test Loop Used to
Simulate Low Flow Sodium Boiling
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Table V-i
Component Number Function
1 Heater Tube - 0.25" OD
2 Pyrex Tubing - 6mm OD
3 Swagelok Tee for Thermocouple
Insertion
4 Orifice for AP Transducer
5 Cooling/Heating Coil for Plenum
6 Upper Plenum - 8"I.D. x 8" ht.
7 Stainless Steel Bypass Pipe -
1" I.D.
8 Ball Valve for Flow Control
9 Pump
10 Orifice Flange
11 Lower Plenum 8" I.D. x 8" ht.
12 Heat Exchange Loop Pump
13 Heat Exchanger
14 Connection to 7kw DC Generator
15 Insulator and Tyco Pressure
Transducer
16 Validyne AP Cell across Orifice
17 Thermocouple on Outside of
Heater Tube
18 Thermocouple Inserted into
Swagelok Tee
19 Data Acquisition System
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duce any hydraulic effects the rest of the loop might have on
the "primary" section. The plena have heat exchange capability,
the lower by direct fluid replacement, and the upper by a
copper cooling coil. This temperature control provides an
analog to the temperature profile in an LMFBR.
The data acquisition system needed to perform experiments
has been received and installed. The software for this system
has not been received, however, and so experimentation has not
yet begun. In this interim, thermocouples have been installed
into fittings in the Pyrex sections for the determination of
the temperature-time behavior of the unheated sections of the
loop. Thermocouples will be tied onto the outside of the heater
tube when experimentation begins. In addition, calibration of
the guage and differential pressure transducers, to be installed
at the heater inlet and outlet, and across the orifices indicated
in the drawing, respectively, has been completed. These in-
struments will provide a measure of the flow rate, regardless
of direction, during the tests. With this quantitative infor-
mation, plus qualitative observation of the bubble growth and
collapse patterns, sufficient data should be gathered to allow
comparison with analytical predictions.
Installation of the software is expected to be finished
before the end of October 1979, with experimentation planned to
commence shortly thereafter.
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D. Preliminary Analytical Results
Several computer simulations have been performed in order
to test in a general way whether the model is performing in a
way that is at least qualitatively similar to experimental ob-
servations. Results to date are very promising, but more com-
puter runs are planned, as well as some minor modifications to
the code.
In order to run the code, values for the diameters and
lengths of loop components must be input. There is also the
capability to input additional flow reistances (e.g. elbows,
orifices, tees, etc.). The code has been improved so that a
temperature profile in the unheated part of the "primary" side
of the loop may be input. The nodal lengths and temperatures
of each node in this scheme are input to the code. This scheme
allows a realistic simulation of the conditions that actually
exist during a transient, since nodal average temperatures are
recalculated at each time step. When the bubble is growing,
hot fluid is pushed into cooler nodes, raising the temperatures
in cooler areas. The temperature is also increased because of
condensation heat transfer to the liquid film on the walls.
When the bubble begins to collapse, however, cool liquid from
above is pulled down to reduce the temperature of lower nodes.
When a simulation begins, the lowermost node is set to saturation
to allow the bubble to grow. When the bubble collapse reduces
the temperature in the lower nodes below saturation, net con-
densation may exceed net evaporation, and the bubble may collapse
completely. In order to allow the simulation to continue, a
___313311111
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routine has been added to reset the lowermost nodal temperature
to saturation and effectively restart the transient with a new
temperature profile.
The capability now exists for running simulations with so-
dium properties, as well as for producing computer-generated
plots of flow rate, pressure, and bubble length versus time.
Using the code in its current form, several of the computer
generated plots described above have been obtained. Some
examples are shown in Figures V-3 through V-5. The conditions
during each run - fluid, temperature profile, and condensation
heat transfer coefficient - are indicated on Fig. V-3. On the
basis of results such as these, it is clear from a qualitative
standpoint, that the code is predicting what is being seen.
Quantitatively, the oscillation frequency in sodium is close
to that seen in SLSF and THORS experiments, although the test
section geometries differ somewhat from the Water Test Loop.
In addition, some rough experimental temperature measurements
have been made, using a digital thermometer, at the interface
of the heater and upper unheated zone. While the measurements
were very crude and likely to be inaccurate in an absolute
sense, the trends seem in these observations - that a rising
temperature during bubble growth followed by a temperature
drop during bubble collapse - have been reproduced by computer
simulations. In addition, rough measurement of oscillation
frequency during visual observation testing agree very closely
to those predicted by the code.
Further and more accurate comparison of experimental measure-
mients to coimputer pretdiction is stalled unti- the beqinninlt of
fully instrumented experimentation.
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E. Preliminary Experimental Results
Until the loop is fully instrumented and the data acqui-
sition system is in place with operative software, quantitative
gathering of detailed and accurate data is impossible. However,
several preliminary tests have been performed in order to check
out operation of the loop and see whether the gross phenomena
were similar to those observed in liquid sodium tests. The re-
sults, in detail, of these "visual observation" tests have been
previously reported and will not be repeated here. In summary,
though, several points can be made:
1. Flow oscillations can be produced which are qualitatively
similar to those observed in sodium experiments involving
both natural and forced circulation flow (Refs. 3 and 4).
2. The behavior of the loop is very dependent on the con-
ditions chosen for the test; that is, bypass flow rate,
natural or forced convection, power to the heater, and
method of introduing boiling (e.g. flow reduction, pump
stoppage, power increase). Results appear to be repro-
ducible, given the same experimental procedures.
3. Both analytically and experimentally, one of the key
factors in the flow behavior is the temperature profile
in the unheated zone. It is expected that accurate
measurement of this parameter will yield significant in-
sight into why the flow behaves differently in different
experiments. The temperature of the unheated zone and
how it changes with time may indeed be the most important
single factor in modellling liquid sodium with water.
One further test using a digital thermometer to measure
fluid temperature at a single point in the unheated zone was
also performed, and is described in the previous section. A
more quantitative description of loop behavior will be forth-
coming upon the commencement of fully instrumented experimenta-
tion.
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F. Comparison of Sodium and Water Experimental Results
A set of criteria has been developed to compare water and
sodium test data. These criteria derive from the non-dimen-
sionalization of the governing equations for the hydrodynamic
and thermal models.
Without going through a detailed derivation of these cri-
teria, they are:
1) pVD (Reynolds number),
Pf
2) - (density ratio),
Pg
and
net
3) e (product of the Jakob and Stanton numbers).Pg Qrefhfg
This last number is essentially a normalized power-to-flow
ratio, which also is a modified way to calculate the volumetric
vapor flow rate.
These criteria have been applied to some of the computer
results generated using water and sodium properties, and appear
to provide a good basis for the comparison of these simulations.
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G. Summary - Present Status and Plans for FY1980
1. Work Completed During FY1979
a. Setup and Calibration of Experimental Apparatus
1) Acquisition of instrumentation needed to
modify existing loop.*
2) Completion of calibrations and preliminary
testing.
b. ,Experimental Work
Deferred to FYI980 due to delay in receiving
the data acquisition system.
c. Analytical Work
1) Formulation of simple one-dimensional model.
2) Coding and preliminary testing of model.
2. Plans for FY1980
a. Setup and Calibration of Experimental Apparatus
Completed during FY1979.
b. Experimental Work
1) Perform experiments with water test loop.
2) Follow SBTF experiments (if these experiments
are resumed during FY1980).
c. Analytical Work
1) Analyze experimental data using model developed
during FY1979.
2) Compare analytical model and water test loop
results with data from SBTF (if appropriate
data becomes available during FY1980). De-
velop criteria for use in future comparisons
of sodium and water test results.
3) Develop recommendations concerning expansion of
analytical model to multi-dimensional form and/or
incorporation into large systems code.
*Water test loop designed and built with help of FY1978 funding
from GE.
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VI. PROGRAM COORDINATION
A. Introduction
During FY1979 an effort has been made to coordinate this
program with other DOE programs and activities concerned with
sodium boiling R&D. The objectives of this effort are: (1) to
assure maximum use is made of data and information available
from related programs and (2) to facilitate eventual acquisition
and use of the codes being developed by the appropriate DOE
contractors and laboratories. Section VI.B provides an outline
of FY1979 meetings and reports aimed at accomplishing these
objectives. Section VI.C outlines plans for FY1980.
B. FY1979 Coordination Activities
1. Project Meetings and Reports
a. Meetings
1) 12/14/78 meeting at MIT with A. Shih of GE
and R. Ribando of ORNL.
[This meeting also included discussion of:
(a) related work at GE and ORNL and (b) pos-
sibilities and logistics of ORNL and GE par-
ticipation in MIT program.]
2) 2/8/79 meeting in Germantown, Md. with
A. Millunzi of DOE.
3) 3/15&16/79 meeting at MIT with R. Ribando of
ORNL.
4) 4/20/79 meeting at MIT with J. Hanson of HEDL.
5) 4/1&2/79 meeting at MIT with A. Shih of GE
and R. Ribando of ORNL.
[At this meeting, a preliminary working version
of THERMIT was provided to GE and ORNL and a
working version of the GE code, SOBOIL, was
provided to MIT.1
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6) 5/17&18/79 meeting at MIT [Ref. Item 2.a.3)
below].
7) 7/24&25/79 meeting at MIT with A. Shih of GE,
R. Masterson of HEDL and G. Klein or ORNL.
[At this meeting an updated version of THERMIT
was provided to GE, HEDL and ORNL.]
b. Reports
1) 12/12/78 memo from W. Hinkle to J. Hanson,
A. Millunzi and P. Tschamper providing further
details concerning approach and scope and out-
lining progress through 11/30/78.
2) Preliminary draft of interim report describing
results of FY1979 work.
2. Other Activities
a. Behavior of Sodium (BONA) Working Group Meetings
1) 9/1/78 meeting at MIT to discuss: (a) proposed
"Work Breakdown Structure for Sodium Boiling
Technology R&D," (b) preliminary results of
ORNL SBTF tests and (c) FY79-80 program pro-
posed by MIT.
2) 11/3/78 meeting at MIT to discuss: (a) "Work
Breakdown Structure for Sodium Boiling Tech-
nology R&D," (b) details of work scope of MIT
program and (c) possibility of direct GE and
ORNL participation in MIT program.
3) 5/17&18/79 meeting at MIT to discuss: (a) WBS
format and content, (b) draft of detailed plan
for MIT/GE, HEDL, ORNL work on multi-dimensional
computer code models, (c) status of work outlined
in draft plan, (d) proposed tests using THORS
facility and (e) SLSF W1 Test Plan.
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b. Other Meetings
1) 1/30/79 meeting at MIT with ORNL to discuss
results of SBTF Phase I Tests and possible
follow-on tests.
2) 3/27&28/79 meeting at GE with GE and ORNL
to: (a) prepare for WBS discussions at 5/79
BONA meeting (Ref. Item 2.a.2) above) and
(b) discuss current LMFBR core design trends
relating to safety thermal-hydraulics.
C. Plans for FY1980*
1. Project Meetings and Reports
a. Finalize and distribute interim report [Ref.
Subtask l.b.2)].
b. Hold three informal review meetings to discuss
progress of the code development effort at MIT.
c. Coordinate preparation and distribution of working
papers outlining interim results of code development
work.
d. Coordinate preparation and distribution of final
reports describing results of FY1979-80 work.
e. Coordinate preparation and distribution of copies
of computer code(s) and related documentation.
2. Other Activities
None planned.
*Note that the scope of work on this task will be reduced to a
minimum level during FY1980 due to a decrease in the overall
project funding.
